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PREFACE 
Ih recent years, the transit volume, i.e., intracity ~~s 
passenger loadings, has been steadil.y- deer.easing. The reasons 
,, 
are numerous, but the decline in the usage of public tta-p~i-t' 
and the ever fnc-reasing number of automobiles on the road has 
not only po~ed problems for transit organizati-0ns but al$o, 
for city planners. Variou.s solutions have been suggested to 
reverse this trend, but time is needed to assess the va.lHU ty 
of such solutions. However, even those public transit c~ni-
panies which hold this hopeful outlook are faced with th~ 
immediate necessity of staying in business long enough to 
benefit f .rom any anticipated increase in demand for ·their 
service. 
Reduction in operating cost, through re~scheduling, has 
be~n the aim of such companies seeking to maintain operations 
on a profitable basis. Yet, the best manual methods fall short 
of solving the problem beeause c.omp~tations cannot be made 
quickly enough to kee,p pace with changing conditions. As a 
result, attention has been directed to the -high spee~ ·computer 
as the .means to overcome these computational difficui~ies. 
I 
The total problem of transit scheduling is customarily 
subdivided into: 
1. Part·i tioning the city or town into areas with routes 
111 
to serviee these areas and determining the passenger 
load, and thus, the vehicle requirements (number of 
buses needed per route). 
2o Establishment of' headways, i.e., how often should 
the buses run. 
3. Run assignments for operators, i.e., the establish-
ment of daily work. 
Previous research has been accomplished on the first 
two phases, using digital computer facilities. Reference 
to part of this research is made in Appendix C and D. 
The study undertaken herein, is on the third phase of 
scheclaling, ''Run Assignments f'or Operators. u '?he difficulty 
encountered in arranging and scheduling runs for bus operators 
is l>roagbt about by the many variables which go into the make-up 
of specifying the daily work for each man. Both operating 
variations iD time per trip and the union contract r,strietions 
on what constitutes a run, are the reasons for this situation. 
Indebtedness is acknowledged to Professor B. G. Thuesen, 
Chairman of my Advisory Committee and Professor Wilson J. 
Bentley, Dean M. R. Lohmann, Professor William Grane1;, 
Dr" llo To Fristoe, and Dr o Po-' Torgersen, members or my 
.. ~ . 
Advisory Committee, tor their 1nvaltiable guidance and 
resolution in seeing this thesis through; to Professpr 
Darrell R. S:tireve for enabling me to use the facilities 
or the University Computing Center which inelade tbe I.B.M. 
650 digital computer, and to the people of St.illwater, Okla-
homa, who directly or indirectly made my stay in their town 
a pleasant one. 
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SYMBOLS AND THEIR DEFINITIOKS 
Meaning 
Pieee of work 
Straight rtull 











A pieee of' work is.an amoul!lllt 
ot work in the operator as-
signment that pays less than 
8 bourso 
A straight ru.n is a ran s.o oon-
. stru.cted as to 'be composed af 
eontin111ous·bours of P!':lY (at 
least.8000 hours). 
.A straight rmn nwnber isa 
spe~ifie straight rWJJ.n desig-
nated ey a specifi~ m~mbero 
A split run is a run so ~on~ 
strueted to have an unpaid 
interval or intervals oetween 
its pie~es of work (at least 
8000 bours)o 
A split run number is a speeifi~ 
split run designated by a 
spe~ific DWl!bero 
Working time is the time tbe 
operator is actually operating 
the DlllSo 
The total time for whieb the 
operator is paid ( ~o!iAld in-
clu.de report t·ime 1 penalty 
time» overtime, eteo)o 
Report time is a specifi@ amount 
of time (10 minutes) wh.i~b. the 
operator re@eives for every StoRo 
and eaeh P,, W o in his ;~:~.sigriment o 
Spread time is the total workil!\g 
time plus the iiinpaid ti~e of a-
split r~no 
A sebedule mumeer is a Jtus that 
goes over a spe~ifie route at a 





lleloPto Relief point 
Term .. T o Tenni11al time 
Rel ... l Relief 1 
Relief 2 
Pull-o•t is the starting time 
of a piece of work9 straight 
run 9 split rum, or a;seheciule 
numoero . 
Pull-i• is the finishing time 
of a pieee of work., ~traight 
run., split run, or a :sched11le 
1111u.m'ber o 
Relief point is a certain loca-
tiom or looations on each rottte 
where operators may be relieved 
or assigned to the b~:So 
'l'ermiBal time is the driving 
time 'l!)etween the garage and tlae 
first relief pointo 
Relief 1 is the time between 
first and second relief points. 
Relief 2 is the time b~tween 





In this dissertation, the use of the I.B.M. 650 digital 
computer is proposed as a means of solving the.transit opera-
tor assignment problem. The primary p:ux:pose in suggesting the 
use of the digital computer is the elimination'o( the necessity 
for the present lengthy manual calculations. This present man-
ual method seriously curtails an amount of desirable resched-
uling which is necessary to meet the ever changing service 
requirements. 
Reduction in operating cost, through rescheduling, has 
been one of the objectives of transit companies seeking to 
maintain profitable operations. Yet such reduction in oper-
ating costs, if carried too far, may result in less effective 
service· and additional declining revenue. Thus, transit com-
panies require the capability for almost instantaneous re-
scheduling to maintain effective service. This dissertation 
will illustrate a method for acquiring the aforementioned 
capability. 
1 
Factors Currently Affecting Bus 
Transit Systems 
2 
It would not take much probing to discover that transit 
volume has been steadily decreasing since the end of World 
War II. The reasons are primarily a result of the post-war 
economy. Increased production and use of private automobiles 
has been one major factor. Another cause has been the stead-
ily increasing trend to move out of cities, which has resulted 
in the gradual shifting of population centers from the city 
to the surrounding, expanding suburbs. This shift has been 
accompanied by the displacement of major shopping areas from 
the eity to the suburbs, thus decreasing the necessity for 
resorting to the "downtown'' area for consumers' needs. 
The "Car Pool", an American institution which was devel-
oped to its highest degree during World War II, is now a 
permanent fixture in transportation, especially in commuting 
to the work place, and in transporting children to school. 
As a side effect, the car pool has allowed the housewife the 
use of the family car for her needs while her husband is at 
work. 
The decline in usage of public transit and the ever 
increasing number of automobiles on the road has not only 
posed problems for transit organizations, but also for oity 
planners, who are continually attempting to make the city 
the ~enter of culture, business, and retail trade. Planners 
are constantly vexed as to how to provide for the flow of 
people in and out of the heart of the city. In the remain-
der of the chapter, an attempt will be made to discass var-
3 
ious points which show the need for modern efficient transit. 
The Case for Modern Rapid Transit 
One of the most powerful forces in shaping an American 
city is transportation. As a matter of contrast, consider 
the relative merits of New York City and Los Angeles. New 
,•' 
York b.as one·of t:tiie most complete transportation systems in 
the world, utilizing privately owned railroads, and city 
operated subways·· and buses. It is a world center of trade, 
finance, and culture, which serves as a hub for the sur-
rounding metropolitan area. Los Angeles, on the other hand, 
has never developed an extensive public transit system, nor 
have the inhabitants indicated any desire for any form other 
than the automobile. As a result, streets, expressways, and 
parking facilities have displaced the city to the point where 
it is a sprawling mass. 
Mechanized urban transportation, which began its devel-
opment in the early 1900's, enabled the city to grow to 
almof!t any size that men could manage. Until the latter 
part of the 1920's, the streetcar was the major vehicle of 
mass trarisporta tion. Al though the automobile had made its 
debut, the Depression and World War II delayed its impact. 
Apparently, city officials, city planners, and transit 
4 
managements continued to believe that city transportation 
patterns would remain the same after World War II, as it 
had been for the previous half century. Automobile use was 
expected to rise with the increased availability; but it was 
presumed that people with businesses in town would continue 
to patronize public transportation, yet these people did not 
conform to this plan. The post war economic boom not only 
saw automobile production soar, but also people using their 
cars more and more for trips that were previously made via 
public transit. As car sales increasedi transit riding 
decreased. The number of transit riders reached a peak in 
1945 - the last year that cars were hard to get. Each year 
since then the transit volume dropped until 1950 when the 
volume was equivalent to that of the mid-1920's. Since 1950, 
transit volume has dropped even further, to the point where 
Americans now spend only $1.5 billion per year on public 
transit and rail commuting compared to $1.8 billion in 1929. 1 
During the same period automobile expenditures have increased 
from $11 billion to $27 billion, and approximately one-half · 
that amount is spent on driving within cities. These facts 
are graphically illustrated in Figure 1. Railroad commuter 
volume has decreased, and in spite of periodic fare increases, 
most roads' passenger operations are functioning at a monetary 
loss, stabilized in some instances by freight revenues. 
1The Editors of Fortune,~ Exploding Metropolis, 
(New York, 1957), p~ 34. 
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Figure 1 
Recent legislation (Federal Aid Highway Act) will 
provide additional funds to finance a super-highway net 
that will skirt or enter 90% of all cities of more than 
50,000 population. The Bureau of Public Roads believes 
that the proposed program of expressways will relieve down-
town traffic congestion. City planners, however, do not 
all agree. Some feel the only way to alleviate the situa-
tion is to get the people out of cars and into public 
transit; in other words, move bodies, not vehicles. They 
also feel that if some .of the federal highway funds could 
be allocated for transit, then systems could be provided 
which would get people to work faster and cheaper tha~ by 
car. Suitable systems would reduce traf~ic congestion 
which in itself would be a boom to Bus Transit. 
6 
In summary, some city planners feel that public transit 
must be utilized on a much larger scale, or the city will no 
longer be the center of activity in a metropolitan area. 
Private transit managements cannot cope with expansion with-
out subsidized aid. Construction of more parking facilities 
will require the usage of valuable property for less produc-
tive purposes. If congestion continues, it is feared that 
the public will resort to shopping exclusively in suburban 
centers, in effect, abandoning the city. The trend has 
already been evidenced by the opening of branches by large 
renowned city department stores, medical clinics, and banks. 
It is the belief of many planners, that unless public transit 
7 
is vastly improved and patronized, the city will cease to 
exist as we .know it today, and become instead merely a cen-
tralized headquarters area for business and industrial staffs. 
CHAPTER II 
DIVISIOB OF THE SCHEDULING PROBLEM 
OQt of a ~nited States working foroe of sixty-six 
million~ commuters make up a s~ant ten million. Yet, their 
daily eyole from home to work accounts for a larger volwne 
ot passenger traffic than any other type of weekday travel. 
Six million ot them -get to w0rk and baek hy·attto~obiles, 
450,000 Dy train, and tnree and o~e-half million by bas, 
s~bway, or rapid transit. In many cities the bus system 
is the major ~ommercial means of transportation into and 
within tbe city. In other ~ities the bus m~st compete with 
the train and the s~bway system as well as the taxi. The 
interoity motor b~s operation is essential, forming an in-
tegral part Gf the passenger transportation system$ linking 
thousa~ds of eommunitieso 
There is a variety of reasons for adoptio~ of buses in 
transit operations among whi©h are the following: (a) flex-
imility in traffie 9 (b) individual power supply 9 (e) ability 
to pass each other, (d) through servioe to off-route loea~ 
tions, (e) aeility to ©ombine routei with one vehiele ren-




The eity but transit system is usually divided :l t o 
routeso A route is the street or sequence of streets t hat 
a bus follows in order to move between two specified loea-
tions; usually between the downtown area and a residential 
or suburban areao A route may have any number of br~nehes, 
turnbaoks9 loops, and end terminals. On each route t here 
will usually be many schedule numbers (.see Figure 5) o A 
sohedule number is a bus that goes over a specific route 
at a certain prede~ermined timeo 
Factors in Operations 
There are operational factors in the transit industry 
whieh sometimes present problems. The transit industry is 
subject to traffic peaks in the morning and in the lat~ 
afternoon, as well as falling-off of traffic on week ends. 
To meet these peak .traffic de~ands, it is necessary to main-
.tain equipment in excess of that which otherwise would be 
neededo Today bus scheduling is a big problem, in fact 
many transit company executives admit that bus schedulin~ 
I 
is their biggest problem . Tnese peak periods add to sched-
ule difficulties. During the peak period, the schedul~ may 
call for a transit vehicle over a particular route every two 
or three minutes, whereas, during the off-peak period,~ 
vehicle every ten or twelve minutes or less often may pe 
adequate . In addition to bus allocation problems, t~i~ 










who may work, for example, four hours in the morning, w+th three 
hours off, and tour hours again in the afternoon. ihe split-
ting or shifts has always been a matter ot contention o,tween 
transit management and transit employees with the latter eQn~ 
tending that there should be extra compen~ation for the ti•e · 
between shiftso 
A factor in transl t operations increasingly bein.g •~ed 
is tb.at of the express run, which ha..s fewer stops a)))d there-
by appreciably euts down on running time. It is estimated 
that the time for 'boarding and alighting is about tt,.irteen 
per eeat of scheduled running time,l 
I 
so.· the elimination of 
stGps can speed up the run. The elimination of' a rn1mt>er of 
stops reduces opera.ti.cmal . expense~ The . many stops in 
1.1rban operations oause a large amount of maintenance·of equip-
ment aad makes for a much higher consumption of gasoline and 
oil than is foumd in intercity passenger operations. l\1t•. ~m 
the ether hand, income from such an express ru.n is qftjn lQw. 2 
One of the advantages already mention;ed in .bas city 
operations is tbe flexibility of the motor bu.so Howey1r, 
its flexibility often makes for many requests for additional 
rcnating or reroating amd thus rescb.eduling o '!'be great post-
war exodu.s to suburbia has scattered oommaters through the 
lcnarles A. 'faff, Ph.D, Commercial Motor Transporta-
~ (Illinois, 1955), Po 638. 
21c1a. 
United States eoun.tryside surro1.1nding cities. When the 
bus serves outlying areae, residents. frequently contact 
their local city officials to petition that the bus route 
come down their street. The traffic potential in outlying 
areas is limited, but it is difficult to convince residents 
ot that tact. But at the same time city transit firms 
realize t~at if scheduling could be set up in a really 
efficient manner, it would of.fer one of the greatest pos .. 
sibilities .for profitable transit operation. The whole 
problem of soheduling is customarily divided into: 
(:!.) Partitieming the city or town into area.s with 
routes to service these areas and determin ... 
ing the passenger l<>ad, and thus, the vehicle 
requirements (number of buses needed per route). 
(2) Establishment or headways, 1. e., the t:ime in mimites 
between vehioleso 
(3) Run assignments tor operators, ioe., the estab .. 
lishment or daily work. 
»eterminatio~ of Passenger Load 
And Vehicle Requirements 
Information te develop service reqtlirements for a 
route mu.st first be reeord.ed by trained traffic checke:t>is. 
These traffic readings are passemger cou.nts taken as ve-
hicles pass strategic points along th_e line.11 su.ch as the 
heaviest nau.limg points, t~rmoaek locations, branching 
13 
and tr~nster pointso The men work in shifts around the 
clockJ) until all routes are ooservecL This prov.id.es the 
Dasie sobe·aale figures needed to regala te the operations. 
In thii, manner tne entire system is r.e-cbecked tor complete 
schechile revision tor the tall, spring, and summer traffic 
conditions. 
Without traffic readings, schedules could not be ou.ilt 
efficiently n<>r co11ld. it be maintained in order to give the 
bes.t necessary service. with the least amount or .equipment 
and man power. 
In assigning cheekers,3 according to the preplanned 
arrangement to completely cover a roate s11rvey or p~ssenger· 
loading, some specific recorcii.ngs are necessary to properly 
sWDl!larize tne data collected. These are as follows: 
a. Line 11>eiag read 
Do Location of reading point 
Co Direction ot reading 
do Date of reading 
eo Type et reading - arriving or leaving_ 
3J. T. Harman~ Scheduling Mass Transportation Vehicles 
Electronically, (Februarr, 20, 195$), A Speech to the Imeriean 
Marketing Assoeia tion~ 'A Mechanical dev,ice has been pa tented, 
which . will improve on the man~al tratf'te cheeking. ·····This .. port-
able recorder produces, on tape, time of day amd a passenger 
on-and-oft count foreaeh vehicle operated; also totals the 
aeeu.mu.lation of riders at designated locations •. These record-
ings on the.tapes will be fed-directly from the vehicle cheeked 
to an~eleetronic·interpreter; 
t. Weather conditions 
g. Time or vehicle 
h. Number or" passengers on each vehicle. 
The field cheeks obtained supply source information for 
applying loading standards for regulating serv::i.ee. When 
a load factor - the total number of seats plus standing 
s·paces per vehicle - is divided into the number of bus 
passengers on a partioular route per hour, the result is 
the number of buses reqtdred per hour per route. 
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As an example in this diseussion, 1 t c.ould be assumed 
that a speoifio route would require 75 buses during the 
morning rush periods; 25 in midday; 70 through the after-
noon rush period~ with 10 vehicles operating in the night 
service. This variation in the number of vehicles required 
du.ring these periods creates a very uneconomical use of 
equipment. 
Establishment .. of Headways 
Headways is the time, in minutes, between vehicles. 
This, in turn, determines the spaoing of vehicles (sched-
ule numbers). In order to move vehicles from terminal to 
terminal on an evenly-spaced headway, prope·r runn111g time 
must be provided. The running time is the time neeessary 
to travel between two points on a routee It is the most 
important time of a schedule as far as operations are con-
cerned. No schedule could operate effectively or without 
loss of man power unless it had the proper running time. 
If a line does not have enough running time, all trips 
might be late, and it would cause some trips to be cut. 
If a line has too much running time, there would also be 
15 
a poor operation, for it would be necessary for all vehicles 
to drag along, "killing time", or else run ahead of schedule 
and cause uneven spaees in the headway. When an operator 
runs ahead of schedule, he causes the next operator to be 
late and haml more passengers than he ordinarily would. 
This makes the second operator do more than his normal amount 
of work. Running time should be determined in order that an 
operator can haul his passengers safely and provide them with 
the service to whiah they are entitled. 
Running time is compiled through time studies made 
under actual operating conditions. The resulting figures 
are applied to new schedules so that the proper time is 
allocated to each series of trips, providing maximum oper-
ating speed with safety. 
As arranged, running time varies each hour on a line 
of 90 minutes in one-way time; a schedule could have up 
to six intermediate time points. Such points are mainly 
assigned to check adherence to schedule. They are spaced 
approximately equal distances apart, along the route. 
The daily total and accumulated miles operated per 
vehicle provide the maintenance department with service 
16 
controls, wh.11$ man-hours as scheduled become the basis for 
payroll account+ngo 
The ma.n-hou1's scheduled are then broken down into work 
assignments tor each operator; the results being called runs. 
Run Assignments for lperators 
The difficulty encountered. in arranging runs for b11s 
operators is brought about 'by the many variables which go 
into the make-up of specifying daily work for each man. 
Both operating variations in time per trip and the union 
contract restrictions on what constitutes a run, are the 
reasoms for this sitaation. 
Speciticallyj difficulties in arranging runs are 
brought abo11.t l>y the variation in trtp lengthr .. , · 
'frips are ec:>mbined c:>r brokelnl into segments of time in the 
proeess of eonstru.eting runs .. 
The labor contract often states that all assigned 
regQlar r~~s must pay a specified number of hours (normally 
eight ho~rs)a The :fringes in addition to the operating 
hou.rs are items slicb as the following: 
U~worked time added to a run to make an eight-hour day 
Preparation and storage time 
·Distance relief and travel time 
Waiting time 
Spread penalty for con.st ... ruet.·i .. ni a run beyond a certain 
~WDDer of hours (12:25 hour) 
Overtime after a basi~ eight-hour day (at time and 
a half) 
Percentage of straight and split r~ns 
Minimum length of a piece of worko 
The foregoing explains the difficijj,lty encountered in 
manual s~heduling methodso Rescheduling has been a prin-
cipal avenue Qpen to transit companies seeking to maintain 
operations on a profitable basis» especially so in these 
17 
days when they are confronted with the double-barreled 
competition of the private automobile and the ever-increasing 
traffi~ congestion. 
Redu~tion in operating costs ~an play an important 
role, but such reduction if pushed too far; will result 
in less effective service and another de~line in revenueo 
Previous studies had been conducted on both (1) deter-
mination of passenger load and vehicle requirements and 
(2) establishment of headways (Appendixes C and D)o Run 
assignments for operators, the third phase of the sahed= 
uling problem, will be discuased further in the following 
ahapterso 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENT SCHEDULING METHOD OF "A° COMPANY 
In t'he following chapter the present scheduling R1ethod 
of "A" company will be introduced. 
Wheill "A" company moves into a city to operate a bus 
transit systema it does so either by taking ov~r from another 
existing firm or starting as a new concern. In either caee, 
the decision as· to which romtes the company will operate !s 
finally based upon an agreement between the ~ompany and the 
oity commissioners. Changes, in the form of additions or 
deletions of existing routes, are sometimes undertaken to 
keep abreast of the eity's ever changing needs. A 4eci~1on 
is rea~hed after studying present and potential neeq. of the 
city residents, and the e~~nomies or servicing this need. 
The first step that the ~ompany will take in e~tab= 
li~hing and/or changing routes ia to go into areas that 
they intend to serve, estimate the number of resideijts, 
and then they estimate the number of resideqts that use 
public transportation. The latter estimate is base~ 
upon several factorsj such as the geographic location, the 
type of residen~e» the kind of work, the nearby 1nd~stries$ 
etco The nltimate estimate is based upcm efrper+ence 
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rather than any formal or analytical techniques. Dividing 
the nQmber of expeeted passengers by a load factor, which 
depending on the capacity of the buses, results in the 
number of m~ses needed in this special area or for this 
special route. Ordinarily, in the early hours of the day 
Jnd le.-te afternoon, there is a rush period during which 
passengers are going to or coming from work» hence re-
quiring a greater nwnber of buses. Generally, a rush 
period req~ires three times as many buses as are needed 
d~ring normal service periods. 
The next step is the determination of the round trip 
mileage for ea.ch re>mte. Dividing this mileage by the aver-
age speed Of the b\\\lS 9 Whic!n is USi.llally abot1t 12 m.poho, 
will give the time for a round·tripo The headway, which. is 
the time interval between two vehicles on a specific route, 
is fo~nd either by dividi~g the round trip time by the num-
ber of buses or by some related assu.mption. The headway 
during the rush perioda9 is always less than at- normal 
service periods (one=half' to one=third the normal bead= 
way) o 
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As ~n e~ample,9 if' some pa~sengers wish to.be downtown 
for work at 1~00 aomos then the first b~s might arrive there 
at 6:50 (6:50 indicates 6 boars and 50 minutes, 6.50 ind±--. 
ca tes 6 hou.rs and 50/100 of' an hour) o ·· If the head.way is 
15 minutes then the se~ond bus would be there at 1~05, and 
so o~o If eight buses are needed to carry passengers 
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downtown dQring the morning rush period, the arrival times. 
are listed 01a a sheet or paper, and then calculated to deter-
mine the pt1J.ll-011t times from.the garageo To further clarify 
this, the following example is giveno Assu.me that on acer-
tain route these data apply: 
(1) Early rush period is until 9:00 a.mo 
(2) Roumd trip time is one ho\11.r 
(3) The desired headway is 10 minutes, then 
· (4) Six buses are needed downtown between the hour 
ot 8:00 a.mo and 9:0Q aomo 
On a sheet or paper the timing points on this route a.re indi-
catedo Scheduling is simplified by including two round trips 
on one sheet o So if cm romte uB" the timimg points are Main 
Street» x1, ~' and x3, then this 1 is indicated on a sheet of 
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Notice the ciifteren.ce in time is the te:n 














Now ealcu.lating the pull-out times.of the b11:ses to deter-
mine when they will leave the garage, the following data 
are obtained: 
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Sgho Pull Main x1 12 X3 Main x1 X3 Main Noo Out Sto Sto St. 
1 555 600 615 630 645 700 715 730 745 800 
2 605 610 625 640 655 710 725 740 755 810 
3 615 620 635 650 705 720 735 750 805 820 
4 625 630 645 700 715 730 145 800 815 830 
5 635 640 655 710 725 740 755 810 825 840 




805 820 835 850 
) 
150 ... 650 850 - 750 
= l hour - 1 hour -
Notice the time for a rou.nd trip is one hour. 
Each one of these buses will be given a number called the 
sched!ile number as shown aboveo 
All tb.e above steps will 'be repeated for the normal 
service periods and the se~ond rush period. Du.ring the normal 
servioe periods, the headway time will be greater anct·thus, a 
leaser number of buses will 'be required. The· buses nQt. : 
needed ei ther:.)have to be sent back to the garage or assigned. 
Applying this to the above example with ~revious assumptions 
ofg 
(1) Early rush period 1~ until 9~00 aomo 
(2) Round trip time is one hour 
(3) The desired rush headway is ten minutes» then 
.(4) Six b~es a.re needed dewntoWR 
a~oo a.m. and 9g00 aom. 
the hour of 
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Plus the following assumptionsg 
(5) The desired normal he~dway is twenty minutes, then 
(6) Three buses are needed downtown after the rush periodo 
Seh.o PWJill Main X1 ~ ~ Ma+n xl X2 X 3 Main Pull Ho. Out Sto Sto Sto In 
1 555 600 615 630 645 100 715 730 745 800 
2 605 610 625 640 655 710 725 740 755 810- 815 
3 615 620 635 650 705 720 735 750 805 820 
4 625 630 645 700 715 130 745 800 815 830- 835 
5 635 640 655 710 725 740 155 810 825 840 
6 645 650 705 720 735 750 805 820 835 850- 855 
1 800 815 830 845 900 915 930 945 1000 
3 820 835 850 905 920 935 950 100? 1020 
5 840 855 910 9g5 940 955 1010 1025 1040 
This will go on until the seeond rush period, when more buses 
will have to be inserted in the schedule with the proper head-
way timeo After this period is over, service :returns_ to•. nor-
mal. Tb.is route is ~rmstomarily ·-· re :soh.edu.led again for 
Sa. tltll.rdays and Sundays. 
Following are a~tu.al weekday, Sat'Ml.rday and Sijnday 
:FH't bedl\llr: ~ on route Noo 13 of tt A II ~ompany; from Whi~h is round 
thatg 
(1) Round trip time is between 1:07 and 1:15 hours 
(2) Headway at rush period. is 12 minutes and at normal 
service is 35 min~tes 
(3) Five b~ses were needed downtown (4th and Main) 
between the hour of 8:00 and 9g00o 
SCHo PWLL 4TH 21CT 21ST 21ST 4TH 28CT 21ST 21ST 4TH 28GT 21ST 21ST 4TH PlJL.L, 
























~2 730 742 
7(1)4 14:2 754 
716 754 806 
728 100 818 















- - - -
- -
855 905 920 955 1005 1015 1030 1105 1115 1125 1140 
930 940 955 1030 1040 1050 1105 1140 1150 1200 1215 
282 1140 1215 1225 1235 1250 
211 1215 1250 100 110 
282 310 3~i 400 410 



























2i2 1030 1100 1108 1115 1130 
ROUTE NO. 13 - WEEKDAY 
125 135 145 200 
200 210 aao 235 
503 515 525 540 
515 527 537' 552 
529 541 551 606 
543 555 605 62@ 
555 607 617 632 
607 619 629 644 
845 855 905 920 
" . 
920 930 940 955 
EAST 21ST STREET 
235 245 255 310 
310 320 330 345 
61S 630 €)40 655 
630 642 652 707 712 
611 
658 11© 720 735 
637 
649 
955 1005 1015 1030 
--- --- --- ---- 1000 
--- ~-- 1135 
EFFECTIVE . . ~• 
I\) 
-+=' 
SCij PfLL 4TB 28~T 21ST 4TH 18TH 21ST 4TH ~8CT 11ST 4TB PULL 














--= --- --- 615 645 655 720 755 805 830 
540 610 620 ,,s 120 730 755 830 840 905 
130 905 915 940 1015 1025 1@50 1125 1135 l!OO 
905 94~ 950 1915 1@50 1110 1125 1200 121, 1235 
1200 1235 1245 llQ 145 155 82Q 255 305 33~ 
1235 110 12Q 145 22@ 230 255 330 340 405 
330 405 ~15 440 515 525 550 625 i35 100 
405 440 450 515 550 60Q 625 700 710 135 
700 735 745 810 845 855 920 955 1005.1130 
735 ilO 820 -845 920 930 955 --= --= --- 1~00 
103@ 1105 1115 1140 =-- --= --= --= --- --= 1145 
ROUTE lNOo 13 - SATURDAY EAST :lHST STREET EFFECTIVE .•• 
~· 
saH PULL 4TH tSCT 21ST 4TH ~ICT 21ST 4TH 28CT 21ST 4TH PVLL 
HOo Off MAIR 3iST YALE MAIM 30ST YALE Olli 3@8T YALE MAill ll 
281 625 630 10~ 101 73@ aoo 2~1 830 900 907 930 





1230 10~ 107 130 200 !Q1 230 300 307 330 
330 400 407 430 500 501 530 600 607 630 
630 100 101 130 800 807 830 900 901 930 
930 lQ©O 1007 lQ30 1100 11@7 1130 --- --= --= 1135 




The last step in completing the s©hedulei and that which 
is probably the diff'i~ult is determining the runs, 1,oeo, 
the individual operator a:ssignm~nt to a specific bu.Bo This 
step is partially restricted by the labor contract? ,Tne 
labor contract that "A" oompany has with its union requires 
the follQwing~ (See Appendix B for a labor management con-
tract on s~heduling restri~tionso) 
All runs pay at least 8 ho~rso 
or all runs 9 at least 35~ m~st be straight runs and 
at most 65~ split r~nso 
Overtime work is defined as work in ex~ess of 8 hours 
a~d 50 minutes, in @ase of a straight run;and 9 hoars, 
in @aae of a split runo 
All overtime work is pa.id at time and a hal,t:'. 
(1oeos lo5 r~gwlar pay)o 
Split rn~s may have a spread time of 12 hours and 25 
minutes~ and 10% of these runs may have a spread 
©f 13 hours and 25 minuteso 
If the ~pread time is previously stated, then 
the company pay~ on~-half the ex~ess time as penaltyo 
A piece of work sh©wld pay at least 2 hours wnle~s it is 
on the extra board, th~n it sho~ld pay 2 hours and 30 
min~tes (every pie~~ or w~rk has a report time of ten 
min\\lte:s) o 
The id~al ~chedule for a company would be one with all 
:straight rll.1u10 How11;rwer J) the variation in service trip lengths 
makes this a pra~tical impossibilityo A straight run in 
general costs the company less and is preferred by the 
employeeo Due to the inconvenience in relieving a driver 
at night if he is on a split run9 it is preferred that all 
split runs be scheduled in the daytimeo 
As a general r~le, transit ~ompanies schedule each 
route independemitlyo This is ac~omplished as follows: 
(1) From the schedule (time table or the 11 board 11 
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as it is customarily called) 9 the scheduling department 
finds the total time eaoh bus (schedule number) is in serv-
iee9 and the time it pulls-out and pulls-in to the garage. 
(2) These servi~e times, depending on their length, 
are divided into eight hours of worko 
(3) Although step 2 is done on a trial and error 
basis» there are two rules which may be used as guides" 
These areg 
ao Pieees of work will be easier to schedule into 
rul'lls if they are of about four hou.rs duration.. 
bo Each reute sho~ld be balanced separately (1.e.i 
number of A.Mo pieces of work equals number 
of PoMo pieces). 
(4) After the board has been broken into eight hour 
straight rwns, and pieces of work, the A.M. pieces of work 
are listed on one side of a sheet of paper and the P.M. on 
the other side in the order of occurreneeo Split runs are 
~onstru@ted by combining A.Mo with P.M. pieces of worko 
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While this will take care of most of the pieces of work, 
not all these p1eoes will fit well together into split runs; 
thus, leaving some pieces still uns~heduledo 
(5) At this point» the percentage of straight runs to 
split runs is eheokedo If the numtaer of straight runs is 
over the minimum speeified by the labor contract (and us-
ually 1s) 9 then s~me ~f the straight runs will be broken 
down to re~onrstru.ct, with uns~heduled pieces of work, split 
r~mso A straight run is broken only if two split runs would 
resulto 
(6) Any pieee of work then left unscheduled is added 
to the extra boardo The extra board sehedule is constructed 
on a daily basis, and a sufficient number of employees are 
carried to adequately take care of these remaining pieces 
of work plus employees 1 leave or absences, vacations, sick-
nessi et~o 
On the following page an actual run assignment is devel-
oped from breaking down Route Noo 130 
RUB Bio SCJloJl~o '!'ID .. 0:1 TIME· GFF -· 
13Gl 281 511A P/oij,t lJ!i.F Beld 
"'",;. 
St.lL 1351 281 125P Rel lOQOP P/in 
135! •. 182· 310P Rel 11J!5P P/in 
13ei2~ 211 ~40A P/out 1030P B.eld 
1303X 283 552A P/out S!4A P/in 
1304X· 284 6t-A P/~ut 836A ];'/in 
1315:x: 215 628A P/o~t 9QGA P/in 
Polfo 13~6X 28i 640A P/out 752A cnmg 
13@10 212 1030A R~l 31GP Reld 
1mx !87 415P ®hng '49P P/in 
135 JC 288 437P Gbng 712P P/in 
1355G ~S9 452P Cbmg 611P P/in 
135iX 290 511P Ghng 637P P/in 
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COMPUTER SCHEDULING OF TRANSIT 
OPERATORS 0 ASSIGNMENT 
High-speed digital co~putera are today helping many 
small businesses out operating expenses and handle an in-
creased volume of worko These computers are still so costly 
that only very large corperations @an afford to buy or lease 
themo B1tl!.t the small busineisman can turn to computer serv-
ice organizations that sell the time of large computers on 
an hiourly basiso The businessman pays only for the time 
it takes t~ solve his particular problemo Because a 
high-speed ~omputer ean perform millions of calculations 
in an hour ( from .600-4000 opera ti ems per seeond), 1 a wide 
range of problems can be economically solved in a relatively 
short time and ~Y more effieient means than hand calculation. 
Types of Problems 
Some typical engineering problems that can best be 
solved by computers include stress analysis, heat and 
pressure ealeulations, vibration analysis, ana engine designo 
lFraneis Bello, ''The War of the Computers, 11 Fortune, 
O~tober, 1955~ Po 1300 
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Digital computers make possible the rapid processing of 
great amownts of elerioal data. They cut down the time and 
costs spent om functions such as payroll proaessing» billing, 
shop-order writing, sales analysis and a large variety of 
schedu.ling p;roblemso 
Illustrative of these problems 1s that of a b~siness 
whieh operates a fleet of truakso The manager wanted to 
find out tbe moat economical routes for them to follow. The 
factors that had to be aonsidered included among other mile-
ages, traffie oongesti0n, toll roads, and load eapacitieso 
In Just a few hours a computer analyzed ten million possible 
route combinations and ro~nd the best oneso Witho~t a com-
puter, it was estimated that it WOQld have taken twenty years 
to solve the above problem. Obviously, d~ring that time the 
trucker would not have beeR able to save several thousa~d 
dollars per year as he is now do1ngo2 
A problem mQst be oaretully stad1ed in order to deter-
mine it it is oomplex and dittieult enough to warrant a 
computer solut1on9 and still oe e~onom1cal. 
The problem of scheduling bms operators is certainly 
one whioh. lends itself to computer techniques. The problem 
arises mainly frCl>m the restrictions which both the labor 
2r. J. Seligsohn, Ueins Computer Services.!!. Small 
Bua1~ess 3 Management Aids for Small Manufacturers, Novem-
ber, 1959» Po 3o 
union 1 s contract and the City Commissioner's regulations 
place on the operating companies. The wage rate of bus 
drivers averages $2000 per hour while the variable cost of 
operating a bus approximates $Oo050 per mile or $Oo65 per 
hour (13 moPoho)o This ratio of driver to bus cost of 
about three to one emphasizes the desirability of effieient 
S!lllhed\illlingo 
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The program described in this chapter is designed tG 
be processed on the IoBoMo 650a It gives the scheduler a 
method which praetieally eliminates clerical work and end-
less hours of ealeulationo In the following pages, the 
reader will find a description of the program with instruc-
tions for its useo In general~ the program is developed 
to follow the old manual pattern of scheduling very closely 
in most rbespeots, doing exactly the same work that people 
did with pencil and paper~ bat teleseoping weeks or work 
into a rew hourso By a process of simulation, the computer 
internally t~aees the motions of a buso Using a logieal 
model for each 11ne 9 the oomp~ter follows each bQS across 
its own route, making high=speed decisions and calculations 
on the basis of information suppliedo A range of limits 
such as maximum and minimum hours of work, overtime rates, 
and points on the route where decision must be made, are 
established in advanoeo 
The Program 
The spe®ifio objective of this IoB.Mo program is to 
construct a sehedule with as many straight runs as possible 
and with a mi~imum number of unsoheduled pieces of work. 
As mentioned previously, pieces of work not seheduled in 
split rans are undesirable and costly to maintaino To 
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reach this objective~ the author has found it more convenient 
to divide the problem into four sections, due to limitation 
of storage area on the eomputerand the complexity of the 
problemo The process has been arranged so that the output 
from one section is the input for the saaoeeding one. 
Section I 
Ao Straight runs are developed by knowing the pull-out 
times and pull-in times of all the schedule numbers 
on a rG>ute. 
B. An intermediate step is neoessary to change the 
format by which pieces of work are punehed out 
(Seetion I - A) to the appropriate form needed 
as input data for Section II~ 
Section II 
Split runs are constructed by combining pieees of 
work;. 
Seotion III 
Split runs are eonstructed by breaking down straight 
runs (Section I - A) and combining their pieees with 
those pieces of work that were not scheduled in 
Section IIo 
Section IV 
Find the total eost of a scheduleo 
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The following special devices on the IoBo~o 650 are required: 
Sixty worc1.s IAS (Immediate Access Storage) 
Three index registers (A 9 B~ and C) 
Fleating decimal device 
IoBoMo 533 read-pan~h unit and proper control panels 
This program does not require any special control panel 
wiring sinae the various seations of the program are devel-
oped, using either the 11 SOAP II" or the "FOR TRANSIT" method 
of priogra:mingo 
In the pages that follow, the reader will find a 




bo Flow diagram 
Oo Discussion 
2o Preparation of data 
3o Starting the program 
4o Example and remarks 
(Appendix A contains a complete listing of the program.) 
Section I 
Ao Straight ru:ns are developed by knowing the pall-out 
time and pull-in time or all the schedt1le nubers on 
lo Presentation 
· a o As1:nampti0ns 
In this section the following assumptions 
are ineladed in the body Qf the program: 
(1) (a) A straight ran shoald· pay at 
least eight bourso 
(b) The operator gets ten minutes for 
report time at the end or eaob rano 
(~) Tbas, a straight run ean be ~omposed 
as follows: 
7:5, WQrk time 7o83 Work time 
0:10 report time or iol7 report time 
S: ~G Total .. o 00 Total 
(2) (a) Overtime premiwu is at one and 
ome-balf times the regular rateo 
(o) Overtime is for work i~ ex@ess ~f 
eight hours and fifty minutes. 
i~4o work time 8.67 work time 
@:l~ report time or ;o§l report time 
i: 50 Total ·. o . Total 
(3) The driving time between the garage and 
the fir~t relief point is kmown» and so 
is tb.e time between the first and the 
se~ond relief pQints and backwards 
between the seeond and the first 
relief pointso 
All of these a:Bsumptions are introdu.~ed 
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at the e~d of the program in the form of 
"words" (See Appendix A, Section I - A)o 
Thi~ makes it very simple to ~hange to fit 
any spe~ial ~ase witho~t any damaging effe~t 
to the body of' the programo 
bo Flow diagram 
( See Figure 3 9 page 3R) 
Read in ~ch. No. 1 
Find Wo. Ti. 




a St. R. 
Sch. No. 1 
is a P. W. 
Sch. No. 1 
is a St. R. 
FLOW DIAGRAM 
SECTION I - A 
:Figure J 
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e o Disc.n1ssien · 
'fhe program is developed using the "SOAP IItt 
method. It is designed so that the maoh.ine 
will do the following: 
(1) 'fhe maohine will a~eept one card (sched-
ule numeer) at a timeo Fimd the total 
time of this sehedule nwnber and compare 
it with f.83 hours {tne minimam working 
time for a straight ru.n.) 
(2) If the total time is less than 7~83 
boars, this means that no straight rams 
aan be developed from this sahedule nam-
be:r, thus, the maonine will print the in-
formation about this sobedule number in 
the farm or a piece of worko 
(3) If tme total time is exa~tly 7.83 hours, 
this means that a straight run ean be 
~onstra~ted from this sohedale n~mber, 
thus, the ma~hine will add 1.17 hour 
for rewC!)rt time and print the informa-
tion aba~t this s~hedule number as a 
straight runo 
(4) If the total time is more than 7.83 ho~rs, 
the ma~hine will do a r~rther ehe~k ~om-
paring the time with 8067 h011rs (the max-
imum working time before paying overtime 
premit.tmo) 
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(5) If the total time is less than or equal 
to 8067 hours, this means that a straight 
run ean be eonstructed from this schedule 
number with.out working overtime$ thus, 
the machine will add Ool1 hour for report 
time and print the information about this 
schedule number as a straight run. 
{6) If the total time is more than 8067 hours, 
this means that a straight run oan be eon-
struQted, and that more work is still 
available on this schedule nwnber to be 
soheduledo In this ease the machine will~ 
(a.) Develop a table tor all the relief 
points for this schedule number on 
this rcH1te o 
(b) Lo©k up the relief point which will 
klirieak the total time of this s~bed.ule 
n~mber to exa~tly eight hours or the 
nearest P•lief poinl:larger than 
eight ho,:rs to aon:stru~t a :straight 
runo 
(c) Cbeak the following: 
1 - See if the straight rru~ is 
exactly eight ho~rso 
2 - If t_here is overtime, f'il!'llds 1 ts 
valu.eo 
); -,·' --,.L 
3 - Look GP the relief point which 
is ahead or the one chosen pre-
vioQsly (1.eo, that which will 
cause the run to be less tnan 
eight hours) and find the pen-
alty timeo 
4 - Choose the most economical of 
the above. 
(d) The machine, in constructing sueh 
a r~n, will oscillate. It the 
first straight run is developed 
at the beginning of the schedule 
number, the seeond will develop 
from the e~do This is desirable to 
avoid being left with all pieces of 
work either AoM. or P.M. pieoes» 
GUlty iE S~hedulingo 
(T) At thtt point. the maebine will pick 
up the working time which has not been 
s~hedmled in the straight r~n. and run 
it thro~gh all the previous stepsQ 
( 8) The next S!!;;hedu.le mimber is read into 
the ma~hine, and the previous steps 
are re pea te«:io 
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2o Preparation of Data 
Although the data to be pro~essed may l>e in a 
form other than standard 8-1@ 9 s1.1ch a bandi~ap 
can D~ overcome by bc:>ard-wiring. If the stand-
ard 8-10 board is to be used, then data eards 
will be in this form: 
a. Columns l through 2Q are provided for the 
identifi~ation of the sohedule nwnber. 
Do Columns 21 throt1gh 30 are provided for 
identification of the pull-out time or 
the schedule number .• 
Co eolumns 31 thromgh 46 are provided for 
ideDtiti~ation of the pull-i~ time or the 
sehedule number. 
d. Golwn~s 41 thro~gh 8© are not used. 
3. Starti~g the Program 
'rhe 11S0AP II'' method has been MJ.sed in develop-
ing this seetion9 therefore, tne step:s to follow 
on the machine are those of any "SOAP" program 
and ean be summarized as follows: 
a. 533 Read-P~n~h Vnit 
(1) Insert nsoAP II 11 control panel 
(2) Ready read feed with assembly deek 
Order of assembly deok: 
(a) "S®AP IIn deak 
(b) »eek to be assembled (tne program) 
(3) Ready punQn feed with blanks 
b. 650 ConsoLe 
(1) Set program switch to STOP 
(2) Set half cycle switch to RUN 
(3) Set control switch to RUN 
(4) Set display switch to DISTRIBUTOR 
(5) Set overflow switch to SENSE 
(6) Set error switch to STOP 
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(7) Set (70 1951 9999) in storage entry switches 
c. Press computer - reset key 
d. Press program - start key 
e. When read hopper empties, press end of file 
key. The "SOAP II'' is loaded and the program 
is translated to the machine language and 
punched out. 
f. 533 Read-Purnich Unit 
(1) Insert the 8-10 control panel 
(2) Ready read feed with: 
(a) The program in machine language 
(b) A transfer card 
(c) The data cards 
(3) Ready punch feed with blanks 
g. Repeat steps b through d (For additional 
information, see I.B.M., "SOAP II 11 manual, 
Form 32-7646-2.) The output will be a card 
for every straight run and one for every 
piece of work. 
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4. Example and Remarks 
Example: 
Input data 
Sch.No. P/o P/in 
1 590 1370 
2 610 1010 
3 630 1497 
4 650 1490 
5 670 1870 
6 690 1890 
7 500 2300 
8 520 2320 
11 590 1010 
12 610 2230 
13 630 1050 
14 650 2~70 
15 670 1090 
16 1390 1810 
17 1430 1850 
18 1470 1890 
Output data 
St.R.No. Sch.No. P/o P/irt To. Ti. 
1 590 1370 780 
2 610 1010 400 
1 3 630 1497 884 
2 4 650 1490 857 
3 5 670 1480 827 
5 148q 1870 390 
4 6 Hoo 1890 807 
6 690 1100 410 
5 7 500 1310 827 
6 7 1445 2300 872 
7 1310 1445 135 
7 8 520 1330 827 
8 8 1465 2320 872 
8 1330 1465 135 
11 590 1010 420 
9 12 610 1420 827 
10 12 1420 2230 827 
13 630 1050 420 
11 14 1485 2270 802 
12 14 650 1485 852 
15 670 1090 420 
16 1390 1810 420 
17 1430 1850 420 
18 1470 1890 420 
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Remarks: 
ao In c~rtain eases human judgment is needed, 
wher~ machine eapaeity is limitedo The total ,, 
time for schedule number 11 ! 11 is 7060.hours. 
If 0.17 hour for report time is ad~ed, th~ 
total time would have been 7o97 hours. The 
scheduler might find it more feasi~le to con-
struct, from the above schedule, a straight 
', ~ ' 
run by paying Oo03 hour in penalty t+~e 
rather than treating the schedule µumber 
as a pieoe of work. 
b. The reader will notiee that the uo.17 hour 
rep~rt time" is added to the workipg time of 
eaeh straight run to give the total time~ 
c. The ~eader will notice how the maenine, in 
eonstrLicting a. straight. run, did SQ en an 
osoillating ,basi~ o If a ru1n1 ts ccns.trueted 
at the beginning Qf the schedule number (as 
schedule No. ·5), tpe second is oonstr~et~d : 
from the end (as schedule Noo 6). This pro'.. 
ced~re will prevent having all pieces of 
work being concentrated eitµer early in the 
morning or late at nighto 
do The reader will notiee, that for botp schedule 
number:s.9 7 and 8, two stra1Jht runs and a piece 
of work are constI'luatedo 
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Section I 
Bo An intermediate step is neeessary to change the 
format by which pie~es of work are punched out 
(Section I - A) to the appropriate form needed 
as input data for Section IIo 
lo Presentation 
ao Assumpti~ns - None 
bo Flow diagram - None 
~o Discussioln\ 
The program is devellt1)ped using the "SOAP II" 
methodo It is designed to reduce the stor-
age area needed for ea~h piece of work from 
four words to two wordso Instead of using 
one card for ea~h piece of work$ it will 
\llSe one card for four pieces of worko 
2o Preparation of Data 
Sinee all the input data for this ae~tion are 
the output from Se~tion I - A, no further: pr~pa-
\ 
ration i:s neededo However., one 8-10 standard 
©ard is ne~ea:sary to :show the number of card:a 
ao ~olumns l through 20 are provided to 
show the number of eardso 
bo Columns 21 through 80 are. ~ot usedo 
3. Starting the Program 
Same as Section I - A9 (see page 42)o 
4. Example and Remarks 
Example: 
Input data 
No. of cards 
Sch.No. P/o P/in To. Ti. 
50 900 1500 600 
51 500 llOO 600 
52 500 1700 200 
53 550 1850 300 
54 1600 1900 300 
55 1550 . 1800 250 
56 1550 1700 150 
57 1600 1850 250 
58 1625 1900 275 
59 1650 1875 225 
60 1650 1825 175 
Output data 
Word 1 Word 2 Word 3 Word 4 Word 5 Word 6 Word 7 Word 8 
8000530550 0018500300 0000520500 0017000200 0000510500 0011000600 0000500900 0015000600 
8000571600 0018500250 0000561550 0017000150 0000551550 0018000250 0000541600 0019000300 
6000601650 0018250175 0000591650 0018750225 0000581625 0019000275 
(See remarks for further explanation.) 
~ 
Remarks~ 
The following is a desaription of the output 
cardo 
aQ Ea~h card having Bo ~olwnna could have up 
to eight words (four pie©es of work)o 
48 
bo Columms land 2 in each word are not used 
ex~ept in the first word; column 1 is used 
tQ show the ~ffimber of words on the ~ardo 
~o Ciol\\J!.mns 3 through 6 in word one, three, five, 
and seve~ are ~sed to identify the schedule 
numbero 
do Columns 7 through 10 in word one, three, five, 
and seven are used to identify the pull-out 
timeo 
eo ~Glumllils 3th.rough 6 in word two, fo~r, six, 
and eight are used to identify the pull-in 
time. 
fo Col~mna 1 through. 10 in word two,·rourll sixll 
a~d eight are used to identify the total 
timeo 
Seotio~ II 
Split runs are developed by (]Ombinil'llg pieces or work. 
1. Presentatiom 
a. Ass\llmptions 
In this section the following assumptions 
are made a~d in~luded in the hody of the 
program. 
(1) (a) A split run is composed of two 
pie~es of work and pay at least 
8.00 hours. 
(b) The operator gets ten minutes for 
report time tor every pieee of' worko 
(ici) Thu.s.9 a split rt1n ®an be composed 
as follows: 
1~4@ work time 7.66 work time 
0:20 report time or ~.''.·3·4······ re.p.ort time 
8:00 Total .00 Total 
(2) (a) Overtim~ premium is at one and 
one-half the regular rateo 
(b) Overtime i~ for work ilO) ex@ess of 
8:40 w~rk time 8.66 work time 
@:!O report time or G.34 report time 
g;~O Total 9.00 Total 
(3) Maximum spread time for a split run 
is: 
or 12042 hours 
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All these assumptions are introdu~ed at the 
end or the program in the form of' "'words'' 
(See Appendix A, Seetion II). This makes 
it very simple to ~hange, to fit any speoial 
ease without any damage to the body to the 
program. 
b. Fl c.>w diagram 
(See Figure ~' page 51.,) 
' . 
Check piece 1 
and 
piece 1 + 2 
• Read 1n a·nd 




.Check piece i 
and pieae 1 ~ 1 to 










two P. w .
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©o Discussion 
The program i:a developed using the "SOAP II" 
methodo It is designed so that the ma~hine 
will do the following: 
(1) The program will cause the machine to 
store all pieces ot work on the drwno 
( 2) Take '©ITTYe, pie@e of work at a time and 
~heck it against the others, to find 
the proper one with which a split run 
Gan be ©onstru~tedo The checks that 
the ma~hine make~ 
(a) That the pull-out time of the first 
pie~e of work is earlier than the 
pull-out time of the second. (If 
not reverse the order of the pieces 
of work and carry o~ with the rest 
of the eb.e~ks.) 
(b) That the p~ll-in time of the first 
{@) 
pi~~e of' work is earlier than th~ 
pui.ll=0\\;1\t time @f the :sie@ond pi~©eo 
That the apread time of the two 
pi~~ie;s of work 
mrum limitao 
Sp!L Tio 
i~ within the maxi-
12~25 hour:s 
{d) That the working time of the two 
pie@e~ or work is within the two limitso 
7066 h~WooTiol + Wo0Tio2<(8066 h 
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(3) The two pie~es o:f work whieh have been 
foaad to conatruct a split run will be 
pu.1l.il~ned o~t under the same split r1J.n 
number (see example)o 
(4) Split rGmrrn numbers 'begin with. 11 1001 11 , in 
order to differentiate them from straight 
:r.~n nlllmbers wbi~h begin with '11 11 o 
(5) R~p,at the previous steps for ether pieces 
or worko 
2o Prceparatii0n of' Data 
Sinae all the input data tor this seation are 
the output data from Section I - B, no further 
preparation :ls requireH!o However, the last card 
1~ the 'program (See Appendix A>) Seetion II) should 
be @hanged depelQJd1ng on the mll.mber of pieces or 
work being :stored Oll'll the dru.mo A. regular ''SOAP" 
card is l!'lltHs:ded. Q 
ao Columns 43 through 46 should have the letters 
i,NUMB" o 
bo Columns 499 50, 52, 53, 54, and 55 should 
have a zeroo 
@o Cl@lamn:s 58 th.rough 61 should have a number 
equal t~ twi~e the number of pieces of work 
to be storedo 
3o Starting the Program 
Same aB Section I~ A9 (see page 42)o 



















(For further clarification see Section I - B, Remarks page48.) 
Output data 
S:p.R.No. Sch.No. P/o P/in Working Time To. Ti. 
1001 2 610 1010 400 854 
1001 16 1390 1810 420 854 
1002 5 1480 1870 390 834 
1002 6 690 1100 410 834 
1003 13 630 1050 420 874 
1003 17 1430 1850 420 874 
1004 15 670 1090 420 874 









ao The Regional Specification Card, t~e first 
in the program, reserves 100 locations on 
the drum for the storage ot 50 pieces or 
worko If more locatio~s are desired, this 
card should be @hangedo ~here are over 
1600 locations on the drlWI that co~ld be 
used for :su@h storageo 
bo The reader -will notice. that the two pieces 
split l"lml?lls, are listed with the same split 
run rm.mbier o 
Co The r~ader will n~tice, that two report time 
periods (2 x 0ol7 = 0.34 hours) are added to 
the working time of each split run to make 
up ·the total timeo 
do Split l"\!J!.1\11 l!'llobier "1002 11 is an example of 
Discu~~:ioITTJ {2) (a') whi~h has :_b~eli]: ex= 
pla:tn<Bd" pr~'wiom~ly o The pull-ou.t time of 
the first pie©e (S©lb.o No. 5) is not earlier 
thall'll that <0:f th~ se©ond pie©e (S~ho ~Oo 6)0 
;; 
So the ma@hirme reversed the order or th.e 
,pie@~s (ioe., S@h. Noo 6 was @onsidered 
first pie@e and Seh.o Noo 5 was ~onsidered 
se@ond pi~@ie) 9 and further oheek:s were 
applied. 
Seetion III 
Split ru.n!S are ~onstrijl,oted 'by breaking down straight 
rans (Section I - A) 9 and combining their pieces with 




In this seoti.on the following assumptions 
are made and in~laded in the body of the 
program. 
(1) (a) A split run is composed of two pieces 
of work and pay at least 8.00 ho~rs. 
(b) The operator gets ten minutes for 
report time for every piece of work. 
{a) 0vertimflll premiu is at cme and 
one-half' the regular rate. 
( b) Overtime is for work in ex~ess 
9.00 hours. 
(3) Raximwn spread time for a split run 
is 12:25 llowrs. 
(4) Terminal times and relief times for 
every straight r~n is known. 
of 
All these ass~mptions are introd~~ed at the 
end of the program in the form of wor.ds (See 
Appendix A, Se~tion III)o Tb.is makes it 
very simple to ehange, to fit any spe~ial 
57 
ease witho•t amy damage to the Dody of the 
reporto Assumption (4) is introduced in 
the input datao 
Do Flow diagram 
(See Figure 5., page 58.~) 
. ~ 
Read in and store 
::·,- All P. W. · 
Read,1n a 
St. · R. 
Divide th~ St. R. 
·into 2 P. W, 
Check the possibility of 
oonstru~ting 2 Sp. R. 
by combining the 2 parts 
of the St. R. with 2 P. W. 
Check all other 
possibilities, ~Y ueing 
other P. W. 
Figure 5 · 





The program is developed using the "SOAP II" 
methodo It is designed so that the ma~bine 
will do the following: 
(1) The program will cause the maehine to 
store all pie~es of work on the drumo 
(2) The machine will read in one ~ard 
(straight run) at a time» divide the 
total time into two (pieces of work) 
and ~he~k the possibility of constr~et-
ing two split runs by combining these 
two pieces of work with another two 
from those stored on the drumo 
(3) The ma~hine will also consider all other 
possibilities of ®onstru~ting split runs 
using other pie~es of work stored on the 
dr\lfilD and pmn~h out all resultso 
(4) Although, th.ere are ai\41 infinite number 
way~ to divide an eight hour straight 
run, yet, it will not be practical to 
@orusider all these possibilities o The 
s~h~d~ler sho~ld de@ide on the number 
ot trials desiredQ For ea~h trial a 
~ard i~ prepared to show the lell'llgth or 
one of the two pie@es or work into 
the straight ru.n tJill be dividecL 
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(5) Although» a ~ard is prepared to show 
the length of the first piece of work 
to which the straight run is to be 
divided» yet 9 the ma~h1ne will first 
develop a table for all the relief 
points of this ran (as expla'ined in Sec-
tion I - A) and then divide the run at 
the relief point which best gives the 
req~ired div1siono 
(6) The ma~hine will go thro11gh the same 
list or eh.eeks mentioned 1.n the disaus-
sion of Section II (mainly the length 
ot worki~g time and spread time) when 
eonside~ing split runs constructionso 
(7) 'fbe ma~hine will CJoDsider a solution 
only if two split runs ~an be constructed 
for every straight r~n being dividedo 
( 8) A table is to be ~onstru.~·ted manually.,, 
to swmnarize all the '3.i.f'ferent possi-
bilities. from which the f'i!llal solution 
for th.is se~tiol'OI is to be aele~ted (will 
be dis~~srsed farther at·tne ~losing or 
this ise~tion)o 
.2o Preparation of Data 
The inp•t data to this se~tio~ is: 
ao An 8-11 @ard to show the ~\lilllllber or locations 
needed to store.,. inf'orma tion about.· P. W. 
on the drwn. 
-· An 8-10 card to show the nwnber ef split 
runs already acmstru.cted 1111 Section II. 
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Co The 8-10 card~ each showing the length of 
one of tne two pie~es of work intt> whi~h the 
straight ra~ is to De dividedo 
d. The 8-10 eards having information about 
pieces of work to be stored on the drwno 
eo 'fhe 1-11 @ards having straight I"li?l infor-
mation (Seetion I - A)o 
Description ot illlpmt data cards: 
ao An 8-10 card to show the nUUDber locations 
needed to :store, information about. P/Wo 
on the are o 
(1) Colwn~s l tbreugb 6· will have zeroso 
{2) Oolwnns 1 throagh 10 will bave a nwnber 
eqtial to twice the x:l!Uber of Polio 
(3) Colwnns 11 thrGugb 81 are n~t msed. 
bo An S-10 ~ard to show the n~mber of split 
ramis already c,otu!ltl"U.CJted in Seetion II. 
(1) eolWDDS l tbroagh 6 Will nave Zel"OSo 
(2) e.olwmJDns 1 tbr.eugb l<l> will bave · the no-
ee• ~~ aplit r~nso 
(3) eo1wn~~ 11 through 80 are ~ot ased. 
~. The 8-11 ~ard~ ea~b showing tbe length of 
'62 
ome of the two pie~es of work to whieb. tb.e 
straight run is to be divided. In eaeh aard: 
(l) Celumns 1 through 6 will 'be zeros. 
(2) Columns 1 through 11 will me the 
selected lengtho 
(3) Columns 11 through So are not ~sed. 
d. The 8-10 cards haviDg intorma~ion aboat 
pieces et w0rk to be stored on the drum. 
These are a reprodu~tio~ of tb.e input data 
to Section II after elimi~ation or these 
pieces ot work wklieb have b>een used iim,that 
seetion. 
e. The i-11 cards having straight r~m iaforma-
tioa. These are a reproduction ot the omtput 
data to Section I - A, after ineluding imfor-
mation abe11.t the terminal and relief times of 
ea~b. ruim. 
(1) ~olumns 1 thro~gh o, 11 thro~gh 16, 21 
thro•gh 26, 31 through 36, ~l through 46, 
51 t.hr,n1gb 56, 61 thro~gb 66, and 71 
through 15, are all zeros. 
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are for Seh.llo. 
are for P/o 'Time. 
are for P/in Time. 
are for To.Ti. 
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(7) eolumns 57 through 61 are for Term.Ti. 
(S) Coltmn1s 67 through 7@ are for Relief 1. 
(9) Colwnns 11 through 80 are for Relief ~L 
3. Startimg the Program 
Same as Seetion I - A, ( see page 4i). 
4. Example and Remarks 
Example: 
"- Input d~ta 
a. 0000000042 
b. 0000001005 
c. 0000000200 ( This card will be changed with e~ery trial.) 
d. 8000260800 14000600 460400 6000200 270900 15000600 470500 1~000600 
8000280600 8000200 481000 16000600 290700 9000200 491100 17000600 
8000580625 9000275 590650 8750225 600650 8250175 610700 8000200 
8000621700 19500250 631700 18250125 641600 18500250 651550 18500300 
8000661500 18000300 671400 18000400 681300 17000400 691300 18000500 
2000701500 20000500 
e. St.R.No. Sch.No. P/o P/in To. TL Term. Ti. Rel. Rel. 
57 37 600 1400 817 25 75 
56 36 500 1300 817 25 75 
58 38 700 1500 817 25 75 
59 39 Boo 1600 817 25 75 
1 3 630 1497 884 10 25 75 
2 4 650 1490 857 10 25 75 
3 5 670 1480 827 10 25 75 
4 6 1100 1890 807 25 75 
5 7 500 1310 827 10 25 75 
6 7 1445 2300 872 25 75 
7 8 520 1330 827 10 25 75 
8 8 1465 2320 872 25 75 
9 12 610 1420 827 10 25 75 
10 i2 1420 2230 827 25 75 
11 14 1485 2270 802 25 75 
12 14 650 1485 852 10 25 75 
20 3-0 590 1400 810 10 25 75 0) 
.i:=-
Output data~ 0000000200 (First trial) 
St.R.No. Sp.R.No. Sch.No. P/o P/in To. Ti. /P. W. To. Ti. 
57 1006 37 600 Boo 200 834 
1006 26 800 1400 600 834 
57 1007 37 Boo 1400 600 834 
1007 46 4oo 600 200 834 
57 1008 37 600 Boo 200 834 
1008 27 900 1500 600 834 
57 1009 37 800 1400 600 834 
1009 28 600 Boo 200 834 
57 1010 37 600 800 200 834 
1010 48 1000 1600 600 834 
57 lOil 37 800 1400 600 834 
1011 61 700 Boo 200 834 
57 1612 37 600 Boo 200 834 
1012 49 1100 1700 600 834 
57 1613 37 800 1400 600 884 
1013 62 1700 1950 250 884 
56 1014 36 500 700 200 834 
1014 26 800 1400 600 834 
56 16i5 36 700 1300 600 884 
1015 64 1600 1850 250 884 
58 1016 38 700 900 200 834 
1016 27 900 1500 600 834 
58 1017 38 900 1500 600 834 
1017 29 700 900 200 834 
58 1018 38 700 900 200 834 
1018 47 500 1100 600 834 
58 1019 38 900 1500 600 859 
1019 59 650 875 225 859 
58 1020 38 700 900 200 834 
1020 48 lOOD 1600 600 834 
58 102i 38 900 1500 600 809 
1021 60 650 825 175 809 
1 1022 3 630 840 210 844 
1022 27 900 1500 600 884 
1 1023 3 840 1497 657 816 
QI 
Vl 
1023 63 1700 1825 125 816 
St.R.No. Sp.R.No. Sch.No. P/o P/in To. Ti. /P. W. To. Ti. 
0000000250 (Another trial) 
57 1006 37 600 900 300 834 
1006 69 1300 1800 500 834 
57 1007 37 900 1400 500 809 
1007 58 625 900 275 809 
58 1008 38 700 1000 300 834 
1008 69 1300 1800 500 834 
58 1009 38 1000 1500 500 834 
1009 65 1550 1850 300 834 
1 1010 3 630 940 310 844 
1010 69 1300 1800 500 844 
1 1011 3 940 1497 557 816 
1011 59 650 875 225 816 
2 1012 4 650 960 310 844 
1012 69 1300 1800 500 844 
2 1013 4 960 1490 530 814 
1013 62 1700 1950 250 814 
3 1014 5 670 980 310 844 
1014 69 1300 1800 500 . 844 
3 1015 5 980 1480 500 834 
1015 66 1500 1800 300 834 
12 1016 14 650 960 310 844 
1016 69 1300 1800 500 844 
12 1017 14 960 1485 525 809 
1017 64 1600 1850 250 809 
0000000300 (Another trial) 
57 1006 31 600 900 300 834 
1006 69 1300 1800 500 834 
57 1007 37 900 1400 500 809 
1007 58 625 900 275 809 
58 1008 38 700 1000 300 834 
1008 69 1300 1800 500 834 
58 1009 38 1000 1500 500 834 
1009 65 1550 1850 300 834 
O'\ .
O'\ 
St.R.No. Sp.R.No. Sch.No. P/o P/in To. Ti. /P. W. To. Ti. 
1 1010 3 630 940 310 844 
1010 69 1300 1800 500 844 
1 1011 3 940 1497 557 816 
1011 59 650 875 225 816 
2 1012 4 650 960 310 844 
1012 69 1300 1800 500 844 
2 1013 4 960 1490 530 814 
1013 62 1700 1950 250 814 
3 1014 5 670 980 310 844 
1014 69 1300 1800 500 844 
3 1015 5 980 1480 500 834 
1015 66 1500 1800 300 834 
12 1016 14 650 960 310 844 
1016 69 1300 1800 500 844 
12 1017 14 960 1485 525 809 
1017 64 1600 1850 250 809 
0000000350 (Another trial) 
57 1006 37 600 1000 400 834 
1006 68 1300 1700 400 834 
57 1007 37 1000 1400 400 834 
1007 67 1400 1800 400 834 
0000000400 (Another trial) 
57 1006 37 600 1000 400 834 
1006 68 1300 1700 400 834 
57 1007 37 1000 1400 400 834 
1007 67 1400 1800 400 834 
0000000450 (Another trial) 
57 1006 37 600 1100 500 834 
1006 66 1500 1800 300 834 
57 1007 37 1100 1400 300 834 
1007 70 1500 2000 500 834 
0\ 
-4 
· St.R.No. Sp. R.No. Sch.l'Jo. P/o P/in To. Ti. /P. W. To. Ti. 
00,00000500 (Another tr;J.al) 
606 834 57 1006 37 1100 500 
lOO~ 66 1500 1800 300 834 
57 1007 37 1100 1400 300 834 
1007 70 1500 2000 500 834 
0000000550 (Another trial) 
57 1006 37 600 1200 600 834 
1006 46 400 600 200 834 
57 1007 37 1200 1400 200 834 
ioo7 47 500 . 1100 600 834 
59 1008 39 Boo 1400 600 834 
ioo8 46 -400 600 200 834 
59 1-009 39 1400· 1600 200 834 
1009 26 800 400 600 834 
4 1010 6 1100 1700 600 834 
1010 28 600 Boo 200 834 
4 101,l 6 1700 1890 190 824 
1011 27 900 1500 600 824 
4 1012 6 1100 1700 600 834 
1012 29 700 900 200 834 
4 1013 6 1700 1890 190 824 
1013 48 1000 1600 600 824 
4 1014 6 1100 1700 600 859 
1014 59 650 875 225 859 
4 1015 6 ·1700 1890 190 824 
1015 49 1100 1700 600 824 
0000000600 (Another trial) 
57 1006 37 6oo 1200 600 834 
1006 46 400 600 200 834 
57 1007 37 1200 1400 200 834 
1007 47 500 1100 600 834 
°'· CX> 
St.R.No. Sp.R.No. Sch.No. P/o _ 
59 1008 39 800 
1008 46 400 
59 1009 39 1400 
1009 26 800 
4 1010 6 1100 
1010 28 600 
4 1011 6 1700 
1011 27 900 
4 1012 6 1100 
1012 29 700 
4 1013 6 1700 
1013 48 1000 
4 1014 6 1100 
1014 59 650 
4 1015 6 1700 
1015 49 1100 






































ao The reader will notiee that when a straight 
run is divided into two pie~es of work, the 
0.17 ho~r report time whieh was added to 
the straight r~n, previously is subtracted. 
'foo'fi. for St.R.Noo 51, Sch.No. 37 is 8.17 
holllrs. 
When dividea iBto: 
St.R.Bo. 57 Sp.R.No. 1006 S~h.No. 37 is 2.00 h 
1107 Sch.No. 37 is 6~01 b ---n n II The Total Time is 6.00 h 
b. The reader will noti~e that there are several 
ways or dividing a straight run (Example: 
St.R. 57), and even when only one trial is 
ecmsidered., there are several eombina tions 
leadimg to several possible split runs. To 
find the most desirable solation, the follew-
ing table is ~onstru~ted: 
HorizQntallyg S~hedule n~mbers of 
pieC;es of work 
Verti@ally~ Straight ru~ numbers 
The sam~ two ~~mbers in each row in the matrix 
as the number 11 411 in oell (57, 49) and aell 
(57, 62) indicates that if straight r111n "5711 
is being divided into two pie@es of work9 
a1md if pieae of work 11 49'' is ~onsidered to 
constr~ot a split run, then the pieoe of 
71 
work ''62" must l:i>e also used for the seaond 
split runo (A straight run i:s only divided 
if two split rmns oan be eonstr~cted.) 
Tne verti~al column titled 11 Total"' shows 
the nt1mber of times a straight ru.n was divid-
ed and used to ~onstruot split runs. 
The horizalt'lltal row titled "Total" shows the 
n~mber or times a pieee of work was used to 
~o~stru~t split runs. 
The Method for the Tabular Solution 
Since the objeative of this seetion is to sehedule 
as ma~y pieees or work as possible, th~s, it is 
logical t~ start by considering those pieces or 
work that could only be scheduled onoe. The last 
row in the ta.7Dle shows the number of times a pieee 
of work @ould b~ s~heduled (a~oording t~ the pro-
gram). Thex-iefore, start by @on:sidering tho:se.~ells 
wbi©Jh have the ntllmber "1 11 (iii the last row). .B~t 
since thi:s solwti~n requires that pie¢1ile:S ef w~rk 
be ~:sed in pair~s th~n when choosing one pi~oe3 
whi~h eo~ld be used o~ge, look for its companion 
aWild ®b.~@k the !'!lMJ.:mber or times it ecn1ld. be s~hed-
~ledo If both ~ould OWilly be s~heduled on~e, the~ 
this irs the only possible sehediwtle f®r the:mo 
Example; 
(1) (a) Piece of work "68" is msed o~ae, 
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and also its @ompanion piece of 
work 1167 11 wi tb. straight rl!Jln ''57''. 
(b) Eliminate ~olumns 67, 68, and row 57. · 
C@) Find the new totals. 
(2) (a) Sinae nm other pair of pieaes of 
work are owily used oncH~, pieces of 
wark "63" is ahosen which is used 
on.a~ and i ta l(;Jompanion °27'', whi~b. 
is used twi~e. 
(b) Eliminate ~olumns 27, 63 and row 1. 
(a) Gell (58, 29) has to be taken out 
of the taole since its companion 
aell (58, 27) was eliminated by 
elim1Dati!llg aolurn ~7. 
(d) Find the new. totals. 
The previoas steps are repeated fer (3), (4), 
(5L, and (6)0 Results from this sewti10n 
(Seation III), (Seation II) and (Seation I - A), 
ao~Diaea are a solution to a sahedule. · S~ati~n 
IV is developed to find the aost of operating 
a sahedmle with smah a ~olution. 
Se~tioIDJ IV 
Find the total ~ost of a s@heduleo 
lo Prese~tation 
ao Assu.mptions 
In this se~tioIDl the following assumptio~s 
are mad~ and in~ll!llded i~ the body of the 
programo 
(1) A run (straight or split) pays at 
l~ast 8000 hour~o 
(2) The operator g~ts teIDJ minutes for 
report time for ea@h run or ea~h piece 
of worko 
(3) Overtime premiiwra is at one and one-half 
the r~gular rateo 
(4) Overtime is for work in exGess or 8i5© 
for straig\mt I"l!i11r®S and 9~00 for :split l"U.l!1!So 
( 5) · Maxi'11l']l!llm spread time for a :split run i:s .·· 
12042 ho~r:So 
(6) It the ~pread time i~ m~re than 12o4~, 
the operator i~ paid one-half the ex~e:s~ 
time at r~g~lar payo 
(1) I~ ~a~e of an overtime and a spread 
penalty, the operator gets either of 
them Whi~h ever pays moreo 
All tberese a:sBltlmpticms could be changed to f'it 
any spe~ial ~a~e witho~t any damaging to the 
body of the programo 
'bo Flow diagram 
(See Figure ·6;, page ,7R.) 
e o Disaus,sion 
The program is developed using the ''FOR 
TRARSITn methodo It is d.esigned so that 
the maohine will do the following: 
17 
(1) Cheek the operator assignment and add 
ten mim~tes for report time for every 
straight run or ten minutes for ea~bt 
piece of work in a split run. 
(2) Gheek the total time of an assig~me~t 
for the minimum ho~rs requirement. If 
less than 8.0Q bo~rs, the machine will 
add a penalty time a~d pays the opera-
tor for 8.00 hours. 
(3) Cheek the total time of an assign~ent 
In case an overtime 
exists;, the ma~hine will fig~re the pay 
for both the reg~lar period and the over-
time period amd add them. 
( 4) CheCllk the :spreacl time· for the maxim\!A\m 
permiasibleo If the spread time i:s in 
ex~ess ot the maximlWlll» th~ machine will 
add a pe~alty time of one-half the ex-
oess time at reg~lar pay • 
. (5) Che~k if both a~ overtime and a spread 
! 
Read in -
a St. tr··· r.~ ~ 
r-4!i 
~ 
Check Wo. Ti. 
and _.. 




To. Ti .(8: 00 h 
Add.Penalty 'i-... 
Time 
11ttr.·) 8: 50 St . R. 






















Find St. R. 
Cost 
79 
time existso If so, the maehi~e will 
compute both; a~d finds which is 
larger and add it to the regular payo 
2. Preparation of Data 
Since the "'Floating Pointfl system is used, an 
8-10 (eight •~rd load ~ard) standard Gard is 
u.ised o 
ao An 8-10 card to show both the nwnber or 
rmns to b~ eval~ated to find their cost 
and the operators pay rate per houro 
(1) tolum~e l t~rough 6 will have zeros" 
(2) Columns 7 throu.gh 10 will have the 
nwnber ot l"a;J111uJ o 
(3) Columns 11 through 18 will show the 
pay rateo 
( 4) 'Columns 19 a.nr.l 20 for decimal point 
i@~ntiticationo 
Do T~e 6-lQ ~ard~ ,ea~h to show the working 
timie 9 the ~um~eir ©if pi<e~es» and the spread 
ti~e of ®a@h runo 
(1) (;olumna l tniromgh 8 to :elnow t?rne workiTi'llg 
timeo 
(2) Colwmnniis 9 and 10 for decimal poiWAt 
identifi~&tiOlno 
(3) ~olwun~ 11 to show number ot pie~ea 
of ~©rk 1~ the r~no 
79 
time exist2L If' so, the machine will 
~iomp~te · both;; and· finds whieb is 
larger and add it to the regu.lar payo 
2. Preparatio~ ot Data 
Since the "Floating Poi11tlf system is u.sed, an 
8-10 (eight •~rd load oar4) standard eard is 
11rsed. o 
ao Am S-10 card to show both the D\l:llll~er or 
r~~s to be eval~ated to find their cost 
and the operators pay rate per houro 
(1) Colmm~s 1 throttgh 6 will nave zeroso 
(2) Oolamlnls 1 tbrou.gb 10 will nave the 
nwnber of rmimso 
(3) Colll\llllllns 11 through 18 will snow tne 
pay rateo 
( ,4) '0G1Wllmns 19 and 20 :for decimal point 
id~lnlt1t1cat1oxmo 
'bo 'Jflb.e $-10 earcUt ;each to show the working 
time 9 the R'!lWll!ITl;!Jer ~r pie~es» &R'j)d tbe spread 
titile of ®a@h. Jruimllo 
(1) Columns l throms;b I to snow th~ worki'&'llg 
timeo 
(2) ~ollUllllilllS · 9 alD!d 10 for decimal :p.oimt 
·1ael'Jtiti@a tion o 
(3) lolwnns 11 to show nwa~er ot pie~es 
~t Work 1~ the r~Do 
(4) Celuns 12 thro11gh 18 are to have zeros. 
00 Ch>lwnns 19 through 20 tor decimal point · 
ide11titieation. 
(') Oolwnns 21 tbtteagb 28 to show spread 
time. 
(7). Columns 29 and 30 tor decimal point 
identitieation. 
3o Starting the Program 
'?be "FOR 'fRARSI'l'" method bas been u.sed. in 
developing this section, therefore., the steps 
to follow oirn the machine are tbose or any ordi-
aary For '!ransit program and may be swnmarized 
in the following phases~ 
Phase I Translation 
Phase II Compilation 
Phase III Assembly 
Phase IV Wising the oTDJeet program 
(For the swit~bes anj ~onsole settings and 
macb.i~e gpe:wa_t.i.Q?ll,9..J (see an I .B.,M. Referemiee 
manual tor "FOR TID'tHSI'f" • ) · 
4. Example and Remarks 
Example: 
Input data 









































































































Wo. Ti. No. of P.W. Spd. Ti. 
8470000051 1000000051 847qoooo51 
7880000051 1000000051 7880000051 
8050000051 1000000051 8050000051 











4982000052 --Total cost including all previous runs. 
82 
Cost in$ Wo. Ti. No. of P.W. Spd. Ti. 
. 1600000052 7700000051 1000000051 7700000051 run (a) 
6582000052 
1654000052 8100000051 1000000051 8100000051 
8236000052 
1758000052 8620000051 1000000051 8620000051 
9994000052 
1618000052 7920000051 1000000051 7920000051 
1161200053 
1652000052 7920000051 2000000051 1225000052 
1326400053 
1728000052 8300000051 2000000051 9970000051 
1499200053 
1604000052 7680000051 2000000051 1020000052 
1659600053 
1642000052 7870000051 2000000051 1128000052 run (b) 
1823800053 
1614poo952 7730000051 2000000051 1198000052 
1985200053 
1752000052 8420000051 2000000051 958000005i 
2160400053 
1633000052 7700000051 2000000051 1267000052 run (c) 
2323700053 
1690000052 8110000051 2000000051 1215000052 
2492700053 
1690000052 8110000051 2000000051 1167000052 
2661700053 
1698000952 8150000051 2000000051 1070000052 
2831500653 
1738000052 8180000051 3000000051 1127000052 
3005300053 
1696000052 7970000051 3000000051 1160000052 
3174900053 
1600000052 7530000051 2000000051 1225000052 
3334900053 
1660000052 8130000051 1000000051 8130000051 
3500900053 
1698000052 8320000051 1000000051 8320000051 
3670700053 
1688000052 8270000051 1000000051 8270000051 
3839500053 
1640000052 8030000051 1000000051 8030000051 
4003500053 
1600000052 7830000051 1000000051 7830000051 
4163500053 
1600000052 7750000051 1000000051 7750000051 
4323500053 
1600000052 7770000051 1000000051 7770000051 
4483500053 
2103000052 9670000051 2000000051 1100000052 run ( d) 
4697000053 Total cost including all previous runs. 
Cost in$ Wo. Ti. No. of P.W. Spd. Ti. 
2002000052 8670000051 2000000051 1442000052 
4897200053 
2103000052 9670000051 2000000051 1442000052 run (e) 
5110700053 
2103000052 9670000051 2000000051 1542000052 
5324200053. 
2202000052 9670000051 2000000051 1642000052 
5544400053 
1600000052 7000000051 2000000051 1100000052 
5704400053 
1800000052 7000000051 2000000051 1442000052 





To further explain this section, the reader is 
asked to refer to tho~e runs marked (a, b, e ••• ) 
on page 81 and their costs on pages 82 and . 83. 
Run (a) Working time is 7.70 hours plus 0.17 
report time equals 7.$7 hours which is 
less the 8 hour (minimum pay). The 
reader will notice that machine eval-
uated the cost of this run on the 8 
hours minimum. 
R~n (b) The reader will notice that two report 
time periods of 0.34 hour had been add-
ed to the working ·time 1. 87, and the 
run is evaluated to cost $16.42. 
Run (e) The ~ost was found to be $16.33. This 
is based on: 
7.70 working time 
0.34 report time (two periods) 
0.125 spread penalty (one-half the 
exeess time of 12.67 ~ 12.42) 
8.165 ho~rs at a rat~ or $2.00/hour .. 
= $16.33 
Rlln (d) The cost was found to be $21.03. This 
is based on~ 
9.67 working time 
0.34 report time (two peri~ds) 
1·0 ~01 Total 
Run (e) Working time of this run is eqQal to the 
worki~g time of (d), but the spread time 
is beyomd the maximum permissibleo Eval-
uating the overtime and the spread penalty, 
they were found to be $3003 and 2.000 The 
larger was chosen; the run was evaluated 
to cost $210130 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The transit operat@r a~~ignment problem has been 
divided i)l:i\tOJ four seigtlonso Thi~ division has beelill arranged 
I 
in a man'K1!er tlhat all (or a. portion) o:r the output information 
from one se~tiion is the inpllj)J;, :lnforma ti.on to the Sll;ll~e;eeding 
ae@tiono This 9 be1ides ~utt1ng down on almost all ~lerical 
work9 made it easier and more @onwenient to study a~d ana-
lyze each se@tion ~eparately from the whole prioblemo 
The four ae@tions are~ 
Section I 
Ao Straight runs are d~veloped by knowing the pull-out 
times amd pull-in time~ or all the a~hedQle ~~mbers 
B.o An intermediate step is neeessary to ~hange the 
format by whi~b pie~es of work are pun~hed out 
(Se~tion I ~- A) t© the appropriate r~rm 1!1leeded 
as input data for Se@tion IIo 
Section II 
Split runs are oonstrw~ted by ~omb1n1ng pieces of 
worko 
Se~tion III 
Split runs are ~o~structed by breaking down straight 
86 
runs (Se~tion I - A) and ~ombining their pie~es with 
those pieces or work that were ~ot s~heduled in Sec-
t,ion IIo 
Section IV 
Find the total ~~st ot a s~heduleo 
87 
A program was written t©r ea~h seotion which will com-
pute and gonstruat the r®quir~m~nts of ea~h ~e~tiono Range 
limits are ~stablished in advan~e and set up as ~ontrol~ in 
the programo Th~ total man-hours 8 a~hedule are first 
divided ~n a single route basis; then pieoes of work whi~h 
~annQJt be arx•anged in pr@per or~er are :i.ntegX"a ted in other. 
route1So Th!!J.lSI., an operator may work on t~o different routes 
in ~ompleting a daily rnrni a:ssignm®nto These four programs. 
would give a solution with a~ maITTy straight runs as possible 
and a minimum numb~r ~r lkl\IDJlB\ahieJd!tfilled pie<Cles of worko 
Such questions aa 8 "Bow muab of a aerviae mileage re~ 
du.{lltion ahol!.lJ.ld be expe~tied?" "Will the staff be redul@ed 
(in the existing s@hed11111ng depal"'tment)?" and "How muah 
will the savings in d©llartS lbe? 11 8 might be raiBedo Unfor= 
tunately s tlble~e qu.eat1i~i1s ~annot bse answered exactly MJ.ntil 
this new method of s©heduling 1~ put to work. However, the 
author feels that a redu~tion or five per~ent could be ex-
pe~ted in the reiervi~e mileageo A ~taff redu~tion of approx-
imately 50% might be expe©ted ea~ilyo Siru©h a figure has been 
found to be normal in similar o~erati~ns in whi~h the digital 
88 
~ompmter su'bstit1.1ted elerieal worko 
As to the savings in dollars, the author believes the 
following ealcalatiol3Js could represent closely an a~tual easeo 
4 city tran~lt eompany with 100 buses on the road daily, 
.· t i:,1 
·; 




Two men for two months : 2 X 2 X(4 X 40) 
640 man hours 
at a $3000 average/man hou.ro 
T9~al ~ost z 3 x 640 
1920 dollars 
Wsing the digital computer» the same firm would need: 
Time Ma~hine Labor Rate Total Cost 
1 hour Card pu:rrn~b.imig $ 1.00 1.00 
1 hou.r II 2.50 2o50 
l hour 650 1(:)0.00 100.0Q 
2 ho1t1r.s II 4.00 8.00 
$111.50 
These rates are based on the college ~omputer facilities 
rates. On these bases ~avings are $1808050 
= 180~.oo d~llars. 
I~dustry rates are abo~t three times as mu~h as @ollege 
rates which w0i~ld net savings of abo~t $158Qo 
If saeh a firm had three s@b.ed~les per rear, this new 
11e-t.b.od could '&let a saving of at least $4740 a yearo This 
does Wl!Ot i'l!clude the ~onvEn'iien~e am11d easiness of s~hedl.l.ling 
whiah eould re:tn.m.l t that such firms might in~rease the nnmll>er 
of sehed.u.les per year, and the capability of develping a 
89 
~~hedule on a short time noti@~o 
It ia th~ feeling of the author that certain improve-
ments ~ould be applied to this program of s~heduling operator 
assignment, depending on the speoifi@ requirements of transit 
oompanies and their labor @ontractao As an example, some 
labor ~ontra.~t~ W@Jltl1ld all~\W/ @(Q)ITIJ~triucit1ng a split r'tQlfll :from 
thr~e pierc:e~ ©:i"' Wl\tlil"k ~r diff'er<eil!l!tb flpread ti:meso 
It 11 also tbe belief or th~ author that a digital 
computer program aould be dewelop®d to 1ub1titute the tab-
ular solution toy,1nd in S<1~ti<ii,1t1J IIIii pages 72, 73, and 74. 
Further reBearoh @~ulrd, show that tbe te~hn1ques ot linear 
progra~ing mi~ht apply& 
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A. Straight runs are developed by knowing the pull-out 
times and pull-in times of all the sehed.ule numbers 













































































OUT06 RAU SCHNO 
SUP 9006 
NZU TABLE GOON5 




AUP TERM I LOO Pl 
LOO Pl STU 6000 
SUP 9008 
BM! GOONl CONTI 
GOONl NZU GOON2 CONTl 





BMI GOON3 CONTI 
GOON3 NZU GOON4 CONTl 
GOON4 AUP 9008 
AUP R$LF2 
AUX 0001 LOO Pl 
1 
CONTl ACX 0001 
LDD NINE 
STD 6000 GOON5 
l 
GOON5 RAU 8006 
NZU OUT80 OUT07 
1 

















NZU QUTR2 PlJTRl 
OUTR2 SUP IORD4 ) ' 
BMI OUTR3 OUTR4 
i 
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BMI OUTR5 OUTR3 
1 














STD 9007 AGAIN 
1 















STD 9007 AGAIN 
1 















STD 9007 AGAIN 
1 

















NZ"ff OUTR6 011JTR7 
OUTR6 RAU Wll 
SUP WIO 
SUP WORD4 
BMI OUTR9 OUTR8 





BMI OUTR9 OUTR,O 














STD 9008 AGAIN 
1 
















STD 9008 AGAIN 
1 




















NINE 99 9999 9999 






BQ An intermediate step 1s neoessary to change the 
format by which pieces ot work are pu.nohed ,out 
(Section I - A), to the appropriate form·needed 















































































Split rums are ionstru.~tej 'by combining pieces 
ot w·ork. 
REG POlOO 0200 
1 
JBEGIN RAA 0000 
RAB 1000 START 
START RC]) 9002 
SET 9ij02 






NZA OUTl 0UT2 
OUTl AXA 80('}3 START 
l 
@UT2 RAWJ 8t}@5 
STU IJWfDEX @UT3 
Oi'T3 RAJL POOCH A 
JNZE OUT4 OUT5 
OIT5 AXA 0002 
LDJD l!fflJIB 
SXA socn 
NZA OUT6 START 
OUT6 LDD NUMB 
AXA Socn OUT2 
1 














STU 9008 RE PET 
97 
l 
RE PET AXA 0002 
LDD HlJJMB 
SXA 8001 
NZA OUT7 BACK 
OUT7 LDD NUMB 
AXA 8001 
1 
BAL POOOl A 
JNfZE OUTS RE PET 


















lNIZU OUT9 RE PET 
OU'f9 BMI RVERS OUTlO 
l 
OUTlO RAU 9017 
SUP 9006 
SUP SPRED 
NZU OUTll GOONl 
OUTll BMI ~OONl RE PET 
1 
GOONl RAU 9016 
SUP 9001 
JBMI REPE'l OUT12 
OUT12 RAU 9008 
AUP 9018 
SUP WORDl 
NZU OUT13 PUNCH 
OtJJT13 JBMI RE PET OUT14 
OUT14 AUP WORDl 
SUP WORD3 
NZU OUT15 PUNCH 
OUT15 BMI PUNCH RE PET 
1 
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STL P®JOOl A 
STJL P0002 A BACK 
1 




STI INDEX , 
LDD NUMB 
SXA 8001 
RZU OUTlS START 
OUT18 LDD NUMB 
AXA a,01 OiT3 
1 
RVERS RAU 90Q1 
SUP 9016 
SUP SPB.ED 
JOOZU OUT1'1 GOON2 
OUT1'1 lBMI GrOOM/2 RE PET 
GOON2 RAU 90QJ6 
SUP 9011 









Split runs are Go~etruoted by ~reaking straight 
runs, Seot1on I - Ab and oombining their pieoes with 






BLR 1500 1600 
BLR ~000 0050 
REG POl@@ 0199 
REG R0200 ©299 







AXB SOOl OUTO 
OVTO ROD 9002 
SET 9~~2 






NZA OUTl OUT2 
@UTl AXA 6003 OUTO 
OUT2 RCD 9002 
LDD 910~ 




















BM! GOONl CON'l'l 
GOONl NZV GOON2 'CONTl 
GOON2 AVP 9054 
AVP 9057 
AXG 0001 
STV 6000 I 
SVP 9054 I 
mu GOON3 GONTl 
G00H3 NZtJ CHJ>ON4 CONTl 
G00N4 Al.JP 9054 
AllP 9058 
AXC 1001 LO©Pl 































STU 9038 OVT3 
1 
OtTT3 RAA ©000 O'UT40 
OWT40 RAL POOOl A 
NZE OVT6 OVT4 
OVT4 AXA 0002 
LDD NVMBR 
SXA 8001 
NZA 01J'f7 READ 
0UT7 LDD NOBR 
AXA 80()1 OUT40 


















NZlJ OYT9 OVT4 
OVT9 BM! RVERS OlJ'l'lO 
1 
OVTlO RAV 9027 
SlfP 9016 
SUP SPRED 
NZ'fl OVTll GOON5 
OVTll :mu GOON5 OVT4 
1 
GOON5 RAW 9026 
Sl/JP 9017 
BMI OUT4 OWT12 
1 
01JT12 RAY 9()1$ 
AUP 9028 
SUP WORDl 
NZV 01JT13 READY 
OUT13 BMI OWT4 OVT14 
OVT14 Al.JP WORDl 
STJP WORD3 
NZ1J OUT15 READY 
OVT15 :BMI READY 01JT4 
1 
READY RAW POOOl A 
STW ROOOl A 
STL POOOl A 
RAU P0002 A 
S'l'V R0002 A 




SH AAA AA OUTS@ 
OUT50 RAA 0000 OllT51 
1 
OUT17 AXA 0002 
LDJD NOBR 
SXA 8001 
NZA OUT16 OWT21 
OVT16 LDD mn,tBR 
AXA 8001 OWT51 
OUT51 RAL POOOl A 
NZE OWT18 OUT17 


















NZU OUT22 OlJT17 
0UT22 :BMI OtiJT23 OUT24 
1 
OUT~4 RAT.J 9047 
SUP 9036 
SVP SPRED 
NZU OWT25 GOON6 
OTJT25 BMI GOON6 OVT17 
1 
GOON6 RAJ 9046 
SUP 9037 
BM! OVT17 OUT26 
1 
OUT26 RAU 9038 
AUP 904$ 
SUP WORDl 
NZU OTJT27 PUNCH 
OVT27 BMI OUT17 OUT28 
OVT28 AWP WORDl 
SWP WORD3 
NZU OUT29 POCH 
OVT29 BMI POCH OlfT17 \ 
l 
I 
PUNCH RAlf 1002 
STL P0001 A 
























PCH 9043 ©VT21 
l 
OVT!l RAV AA AAA 
RAA 8003 
RAU RQOOl A 
STU POOil A 
RAV B.0002 A 
STU P00©2·A OVT4 
l 
RVERS RAV 9117' 
SVP 9026 
SVP SPHED 
NZV 0VT39 @UT31 
OU'f30 BMI OUT31 @lJT4. 
OlJ'f31 .. RAU 9016 
SUP 9027 
BMI ()lf'f4 @VTlt 
1 OVT23 
OVT23 RAV 9137 
SUP 9046 
SUP SPREJ> 
MZV OVT32 0VT33 
Ol1T32 BMI 0Tf'f33 OVTlT 
OU'l'33 RAV 9036 
SUP 9©47 
BMI OUT17 OUT26 
l WORDS 
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Section IV 
Finding the total cost of a schedule. 
C OQOO Q 
1 0 T=O.O© 
2 0 DIMENSION A(150).,P(150),S(150) 
2 1 ,C(150) 
3 0 HEAD,N,H 
4 0 DO 28 I=l,N 
5 0 READ.,A(I).,P(I).,S(I) 
IF (A(I)~P(I)*(.17)-8.0)6,6,11 
6 0 X=(S(I)-12.42} 
IF(X)7,7.,9 
7 0 C(I)=(i.O)*H 
8 0 GO 'fO 25 
9 0 C(I)=(8.0+(.5)*X)*H 
10 0 GO 'fO 25 
11 0 C©NTINlJE, 
I·F!A· ( I)-8. 67. ).12, 12, 17 
12 0 X= S(I)-12.42) 
IF X)13,13,15 
13 0 C(I)=(A(I)+P(I)*(.17))*H 
14 0 GO TO 25 
15 0 C(I)=(A(I)•P(I)*(.17)+(o5)*X) 
15 1 *H 
16 0 GO 'f0 25 
17 G X=(S(I)-1~.42) 
IF(X)18.,18,20 
18 0 C(I)=((l.5)*(A(I)+P(I)*(.17)) 
18 l -,4.5)*H · 
19 0 GO TO 25 
20 0 B=(8.67+P(.I)*( .17)+( .5)*X)*H 
21 0 D=((1.5)*(A(I)tP(I)*(.17)) 
21 1 -1L5)*H 
IF (B-D)22,22.,24 
22 0 C(I)=D 
23 0 GO 'fO 25 
24 0 G(I)=B . . 
25 0 PVNGH.,C(I),A(I),P(I),S(I) 
26 0 'f=T+C(I) 
27 0 PV:NCH,'f 
28 0 COBTINUE 
END 
APPENDIX B 
LABOR MANAGEMENT CONTRACT ON SCHEDULING RESTRICTIONS 
The following is a sample of the restrictions that are 
generally found in a Labor Management Contract that govern 
the operator assignment in transit operations. As the same 
labor union represents the operators in most transit com~ 
panies, these clauses should be nearly identical in most 
contracts. 
1. A straight run is defined as a run so constructed 
as to be composed of continuous hours of pay. 
2. A split run is defined as a run so constructed as 
to be composed of two or more pieces of work with 
an unpaid interval or intervals between such pieces 
of work. 
3, All regularly assigned runs shall pay not less than 
eight (8) hours excluding preparatory time. 
4. Straight runs as herein defined shall be not less 
than thirty five percent (35%) of all regularly 
assigned runs. The company agrees that no schedule 
will be broken into pieces from which a straight run 
could be created unless at least two combination or 
split runs can be made in piece of a straight run. 
1~ 
5. Split runs as herein defined may be constructed so as 
to contain a spread of hours in excesi'of twelve (12) 
hours and twenty-five (25) minutes. Ten percent (10-) 
of all regularly assigned runs may be constructed so 
as to contain a spread of hours in excess of thirteen 
(13) hours and twenty five (25) minutes; provided, 
however, that intervals of fifteen (15) minutes or 
less shall be paid for and consi~ered time worked, 
and providing further that each piece of work used 
in constructing a split run shall pay at least (2) 
hours pay time, and providing further that time in 
excess of the spread set forth above shall be paid 
for at one-half (1/2) of the straight time hourly 
rate of pay. 
6. Split runs shall not be constructed so as to contain 
in excess of two (2) u,npaid intervals between pieces 
of work. 
7. All motor coach operators on pull-outs or reliefs 
shall be required to show up at the Dispatcher 1 s 
Office or relief point ten (10) minutes before their 
run starts. 
8~ All motor coach operators shall be required to de-
liver their respect.ive buses to the garage, but 
shall not be required to wait for the gassing of 
said buses but shall be relieved of all duties in. 
connection with both the gassing and the parking 
of said btases. 
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9. If A.M. or P.M. motor coach operators are called 
for extra work during the day, they will not be 
required to take their regular run$ until they 
have had eight (8) hours off duty, except in eases 
of emergency. 
10. The extra board shall carry sufficient employees, 
both white and colored, to adequately take oare of 
the employees; leaves of absence, vacations, and 
sickness. The extra board shall work first-up and 
first out, and shall rotate on eight (8) hours re-
ceived in any one (1) day. All regular and split 
runs shall be caught off the board according to 
number. If extra employees sleep in, they shall be 
placed at the bottom of the extra board. All extra 
or special runs will be protected by the extra board. 
If any extra motor coach operator catches a run due 
to a change of schedule, they will hold that run 
until the shift is completed. 
11. If an extra motor coach operator is run around only 
that motor coach operator shall be paid for any loss 
of time due to the run around. If used on another 
piece of work then the pay time of this piece of work 
shall be used in making up the run around time. 
12. If the extra board operator works a night shift, he 
shall not be required to work the following day with-
out having had eight (8) hours off duty, except in 
cases of emergency. 
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13. All motor coach operators shall receive ten (10) 
minutes preparatory time for each piece of work. 
Preparatory time as above provided for, or any 
part thereof, may oe included within, and made a 
part of, any minimum guarantee of pay time pro-
vided for in this agreement. 
14. All motor coach operators who are assigned to extra 
work shall receive a minimum of two and one-half 
(2!) hours of pay time at their regular straight 
time hourly rate of pay. 
15. An extra motor coach operator working a regular run 
shall receive the same pay time, including overtime, 
that the regular assigned motor coach operator of 
such run would have received. 
16. Extra board motor coach operators required to report 
for duty to protect the board, shall be paid until 
released or given a work assignment. If the extra 
.man receives no other work assignment d~ring the 
day in which he performs the protecting assignment 
or assignments, he shall receive ·not less than two 
a_nd one-half (2!) hours pay time at his regular 
straight time hourly rate of pay for each assignment. 
17 In the event an operator perform~ a protecting as-
signment, and in addition thereto performs other 
work, he shall be paid for such protecting time at 
his regular straight time hourly rate of pay, within 
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a minimum of two and one-half (2!) hours pay time, 
and without including such protecting time in the 
computation of overtime, if any, for that work day. 
18. Regular motor coach operators shall be paid at the 
rate of one and one-half (l!) times their straight 
time hourly rate of pay for all work they are re-
quired to perform in any one (1) day in excess of 
their regularly scheduled run, or eight (8) hours 
and forty (40) minutes, whichever is the lesser. 
19. All motor eoaoh operators who are assigned to 
extra work on their days off shall receive a min-
imum of two and one-half (2!) hours pay at the 
overtime rates. 
20. All regular motor coach operators who work extra 
runs, trippers, charters, specials, etc., in addi-
tion to their regular run shall be paid a minimum 
of two and one-half (2i) hours or overtime which-
ever is the greater. 
21. No time shall be paid for a rate greater than 
one and one-half (li) times the straight time 
hourly rate of pay. 
APPE:tUUX C 
THE WSAGE OF THE DIGITAL COMPUTER FOR 
DETERMINATION OF PASSENGER LOAD 
AND VEHICLE REQWIREMEl'TS ARD 
ESTABLISHMENT OF HEADWAYS 
Previous research has been done in these two areas of 
sehedaling. One of the earliest efforts in this field is 
the research done by the Philadelphia Transportation Company 
with the cooperation of I.B.M. (International Business Ma-
chines Corporation). For many years Philadelphia Transpor~ 
tation Company has recognized the need for increased 
flexibility in schedule preparation in order to more rapidly 
meet changing service requirements. In addition~ Philadelphia 
Transportation Company wanted to prepare the best possible 
schedule with a minimum preparation cost. In order to accom-
plish these objectives, Philadelphia Transportation Company 
began seriously investigatiom the feasibil·ity of autom~ted 
transit scheduling. After some study, an automatic computer 
scheduling system was developed and has now been integrated 
into the operations. 
Transl t companies operate in tne face of ehang,ing con-
dition~ and ~hanging passenger needs. In addition to the 
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unexpected changes, a given route must be prepared for: 
1. Normal working hours 
2. Morning and evening rush h'ou.rs 
3. School days 
4. Holidays 
5, Shopping nights 
In order to meet these conditions, schedules must be eon-
stantly revised. However, manual methods, which are used 
throughou.t most of the transit industry have failed to 
provide: 
1. Optimum scheduling at minimum costs, and 
2. Flexibility in meeting changing service requirements. 
Because of the inability of most companies to economically 
perform the vast amount of detailed work required within the 
limited time available, a complete schedule change is only 
effected after a prolonged period of time. Schedule changes 
deserving immediate action, such as shopping hou.rs being ex-
ter,ded a certain: night, cannot be instituted, by manual meth-
ods in a short period of time. 
Philadelphia Transportation Company has proven that 
by using I.B.M. 650, it is possiale in the limited time 
between any schedule change to produce more sehed11les at 
less cost per schedule, and to make the following possi-ble: 
J 'i 
1. Rewriting of all schedules requiring change when 
necessary. 
2. Considerable savings in time when making a sched-
ule change. This means substantial dollar savings 
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because the service on a route may be altered to 
meet actual requirements at.an earlier date. 
3. Direct and assured posting accuracy through the 
use of the I.B.M 407 Accounting Machine. 
4. Reduction of clerical work •nd dollar savings. 
5. Estimating of costs involving re-routing, extend-
ing, or consolidation of routes can be accomplish-
ed with greater speed and economy. 
6. Peak loads for schedule changes are greatly reduced. 
1~ Clerical drudgery taken out of scheduling permitting 
the scheduler more time to devote to creative think-
ing and planning. 
The procedure used by the Philadelphia Transportation 
Company to prepare schedules is organized into two phases. 
Phase I consists of three processing ste-ps and Phase II 
consists of five processing steps. Each schedule under 




Conversion and Summarization 
~--ii:;t of S urve Data I . B ~ M. 650 
I ...._______ i,J91 Adjustments I 1 By Scheduler 
Phase II 
Building the Review By 
Headway I .B.M. 650. I ·Scheduler 
... 
· ·· Tt;tng the Middl;e 
....,. of the Headway 
.. I .B.M. 650 
. Tying in 
• Round Trips 
I .ELM~ 650 
J 
As,signment of I 
Lea've. and I Review By 
Go-To-Depot I Schedu.ler 
Tim.es I.B.M. 650 I 
. Computef Final 
Ll5 
·· c; 'S·ch1!'dcri-e· 'and-Mileage· 
. .. Report 
· I .B.M. 650 
A com~lete explanc3:t1:.on of. th19 system maybe obtained from 
'ttre··Ji't1r.M. Library, "Transit Scheduling on theI.B.M. 650 




SPACING OF BUSES OR A ROUTE 
OR 
HEADWAYS 
The ideal situation is an eq_u.al spaeing of buses Otl 
eaeh ro~te. In -eneral, this is difficult to achieve be~ 
cause most routes have branches attached to them, each 
branch requiring a different number of buses. An accepta-
ble compromise solution is usually obtained and requires a 
considerable length.of time atld- experience on the part of. 
the scheduler. 
In an article pttblished in Management Seienee,l the 
authors developed an equation to find an efficient schedule. 
A bus schedule is called efficient if it minimizes 
the amount of man hours spent in waiting per hour by the 
passengers throughout the network. 
In de·veloping this eq.u.a tion the variation of the num-
. .. .. ·. . . . 
ber of waiting passengers with time has beem considered. 
However, the ra:te of passengers arriving at a certain stop 
was considered to be constant. This assumption is believed 
1J. W. Foulkes, W. Prager, and W. H. Warner, "On Bus 
Sebedu.les,u Management Science,!, p. 41. 
to be realistic as long as the intervals between successive 
buses are sufficiently small. 
This eqa.ation is associated with eae~ branch in a route, 
resulting in a set of simultaneous equations. If the number 
of simultaneous equations exceeds three, it Jill be more de-
sirable the usage of the digital computer for their solution. 
Several programs for simultaneous equations' solutions are 
already developed. It is suggested the use of the one de~ 
2 veloped by J. H. Schenck. 
2J. H. Schenck, Simultaneous Equations Solutions, 
650 Program Library File Number.5.2.019.(International 
Business Machines Corporation). 
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